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Voter drive slated; 
registration urged 
"    *"' Tho jolting tun cxconti church »toople» in Toledo, signaling the beginning of a 
SffifiOlfiS   quiet winter's evening. 
By Terence Corhran 
Staff Reporter 
A concentrated drive to register 
University student voters in Bowling 
Green will be held next week. 
The drive is sponsored by the Student 
Body Organization and the Office of 
Voter Facilitation, and will probably 
be held on Wednesday". according to 
Oreg Jackson, director of the voter 
office 
Jackson explained that a bus has 
been rented from the University for the 
registration day 
We'll probably have the bus make 
runs to the registration office on the 
hour.'' he said "It will likely slop In 
strategic spots, such as in front ol the 
Union. 1'arshman and the Towers 
THE VOTER REGISTRATION 
office is located at 500 Lehman Ave 
next to the Hydraulic Room. According 
Id Jackson, the bus runs will make 
easy access for University students." 
He said the registration office has 
been informed of the regisli at ion drive 
Senate backs discrimination ban 
By John Chadwick 
Associated Press Writer 
WASHINGTON lAPl The Senate 
reversed itself yesterday and voted for 
enforcement through the courts of the 
1964 Civil Rights Act's ban on racial 
and other discrimination in 
employment 
By a 45-39 vote, it adopted an 
amendment    bv    Sen.    Peter    H 
Domimck. i R-Colo I erasing from a 
hotly contested bill authority for the 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission to issue cease-and-desist 
orders. 
Under the amendment, the EECC 
would have to bring enforcement suits 
in the federal courts rather than have 
the power to order employers or labor 
unions to halt alleged discrimination 
THE   ADOPTION   of   Dominick s 
amendment, previously rejected by the 
Senate in slightly different form. 
seemed likoK to break the impasse 
over the bill and clear the way for its 
early passage. 
With   I   group  Ol   senator!   leaving 
today     for     Canada     lor     an 
interparliamentary    union    meeting. 
however, linal action on the bill will be 
delayed until next week 
Majority Leader Mike Mansfield.  I>- 
Pill policy talks tabled 
Graduate Student Senate tGSSl members are collecting 
data designed to show student needs and leelings toward 
adding a gynecologist lo the health center stall and revising 
the University birth control policy 
This elfort follows the recent decision by the I'ealth 
Services Advisory Committee to table further discussion on 
the revision until more information is compiled The present 
policy at the health center is not to dispense contraceptives. 
According to Dr William Baxter, chairman of the 
committee, formulating a proposal on policy change for 
presentation to the Board of Trustees calls for sufficient 
data 
Steve Lafferty, a member of GSS, said a decision on 
changing the the birth control policy should not have to go as 
high as the Board of Trustees 
"It doesn't seem like Dr Bond ivice president for student 
affairs) or Dr Olms (director of the health centeri is very 
eager to make a decision It seems odd that anv time a policy 
is liberalized it has to go to the very top,'' said Lafferty. 
Lafferty  added  that  OSS   interest   in  liberalizing  the 
existing pill policy stems from discussion about problems at 
the health center 
"We're trying to get together reasons why we don't have a 
gynecologist and what we can do to get one.' said Lafferty 
Ms Kari Strausser, graduate student, recently sent 
surveys to 12 Ohio state universities to determine iheir birth 
control policies and practices 
Ms. Strausser said policy and practice may differ, so one 
survey was sent to the medical center and another to a 
student representative on each campus. 
This information along with data from local clergy. Crisis 
Phone and the Sex Information Center will be used to present 
a preliminary report at the next Health Services Advisory 
Committee meeting. 
GSS has plans for establishing a committee lo collect 
student reactions. However. Ms. Strausser said the validity 
of surveys and petitions is still under question 
Dr. oims is also collecting information on the number of 
referrals made to specialists outside of the health center. 
Mont, i sanl a third petition to cut oil 
debale will be filed Friday 
Dominick told the Senate that il his 
amendment were not adopted, he saw 
no chance of getting any bill. 
But he indicated that il his 
amendment were accepted, he would 
join if necessary in a move to invoke 
the Senate's anti-filibuster rule and 
bring the debate to a halt 
Two debate cutoff moves have fallen 
shorl of the required two-thirds 
majority 
DOMINION'S LATEST amendmenl 
differed from his original primarily by 
providing for expedited handling of job- 
discrmiinalion cases in the federal 
courts 
It provides that if the EECC's 
general counsel certifies that a case is 
of general public importance, il shall 
be heard by a three-judge federal court 
with direct appeal to the Supreme 
Court. 
Dominick'! amendment is in line 
with what President Nixon has 
recommended. It also is the type of 
enforcement the House voted in 
passing its own bill last year. 
Civil rights forces, however, have 
long urged that the EECC be given 
cease-and-desist powers to enforce the 
ban on job discrimination based on 
race, religion, sex. or national origin. 
At present the commission is limited 
to trying to effect voluntary 
compliance through persuasion and 
conciliation. 
"We want to emphasize to students 
that registering to vote in Bowling 
Green means there will be no necessity 
for absentee ballots from their old 
hometown areas 
"Students will have a chance to vote 
on familiar issues, and to some extent 
will have the power to elect those 
officials who make policies directly 
affecting them." Jackson said 
He said the registration board has 
been accepting student registrations 
ever since Monday. Feb. 7. when 10 
University students were allowed to 
register 
He said the Student Body 
Organization will be putt.ng up posters 
throughout campus explaining the 
registration drive 
In addition, all campus mailboxes 
will be stuffed with materials 
explaining the when, where and how of 
the drive 
"We will also be distributing 
explanatory pamphlets on campus for 
students lo pick up." said Jackson. 
"Further, 1 hope to be talking to all 
political science teachers and asking 
them I" explain these procedures to the 
students " 
Though the drive is tentatively 
scheduled for Wednesday, the final 
times and day of registration, as well 
as the bus schedule, will not be 
completed until next week, according 
to Jackson. 
An Toalston. student body president, 
said he thinks the drive would be 
valuable for three major reasons 
"First,    it    would    be    especially 
convenient lor students if there were 
bad weather on that day Second, the 
University supplies one-half the 
financial reason for the city's 
existence, and thus students should 
have a voice in city politics 
Toalston said his third reason was 
that there is still a substantial amount 
ol polarization between the town and 
(he students. He hopes by increasing 
student involvement in city affairs, a 
better community spirit might evolve 
"In this way. it is very likely that it a 
guy wants to win a campaign for a city- 
office, he'd have to include the 
University as one of his campaign 
stops." Toalston added 
History 
week 
Afro-American History Week 
activities today will include a 
movie, "Body and Soul," to be 
shown at 6:45 p.m in (he 
Dogwood Suite. Union 
The movie "In Search of a 
Past" will be shown tomorrow al 
6:45pm in the Dogwood Suite 
Mitchell quits post 
as attorney general 
WASHIN'TON (API-John N. Mitchell 
resigned as attorney general yesterday 
to take command of President Nixon's 
re-election campaign. 
Nixon then appointed Richard G. 
Kleindienst. Mitchell's deputy and 
personal choice for the Cabinet post. 
Senate liberals promised close 
questioning of Kleindienst, an Arizona 
conservative, but early indications 
were that his nomination as the 
President's top legal advisor would 
gain Senate confirmation. 
Mitchell, one of Nixon's closest 
personal and political advisors, 
managed his 1968 campaign. Pis 
resignation to direct the 1972 effort had 
been expected for months, but 
apparently was delayed by debate 
within the administration about his 
successor 
THE     PIPE-smoking.     taciturn 
Mitchell was reported lo have insisted 
that Kleindienst gel the job. while other 
administration officials feared that his 
nomination would touch olf a senate 
donnybrook. 
But the Senate liberals who planned 
close questioning of Kleindienst at his 
confirmation hearings, scheduled to 
begin Feb. 22, said Senate approval is 
likely. 
Mitchell is the sixth member of 
Nixon's original Cabinet to resign 
Secretary of Commerce Maurice Sians 
recently quit lo become the chief fund 
raiser for the Committee for the Re- 
election of the President-the same 
organization Mitchell will head 
beginning March I, 
Sen. James 0 Eastland. I D-Miss. i 
said Kleindienst has been a 
great deputy attorney general and will 
be a worthy sucessor to Mitchell. 
Change in political climate necessary-Harris 
By Ann Hofbauer 
Staff Reporter 
Senator Fred Harris I D-Okla. I was a 
presidential candidate for two months 
He     declared    his     candidacy- 
September 24, 1971. and withdrew from 
the race November 30.1971. 
"I ran out of money,   he said 
Harris spoke to students in the 
Falcon's Nest. Union yesterday from 
9:30 a.m. until 11. when he gave a short 
talk and conducted an open discussion 
sen. MOO notm 
in the Grand Ballroom 
Harris, a former national chairman 
of the Democratic Party, said the 
problem of campaign financing is a 
central threat to the Democratic 
process. 
HE SAID he used funds raised 
initially so that he could be widely 
heard by groups that would contribute 
additional funds 
The problem is that there is a circle 
of people taking you seriously if you 
have money. If you are taken seriously 
you will be able to raise money." he 
said. 
He said if he could have kept going 
until January on his initial funds, he 
might have been able to raise 
additional money for his campaign. 
Harris said he does not plan to run for 
re-election to the Senate, but instead is 
going to try. through national television 
and writing, to do something outside 
the Senate. 
According to Harris, politicians are 
shaped in the image of the country 
Change in the political climate of the 
country is necessary before there can 
be change in the Senate, he said. 
When questioned about his 40 per cent 
absenteeism from the Senate, he said 
he thinks he has two responsibilities as 
a senator: voting on crucial issues and 
going among the people to try to effect 
change. 
HARRIS ALSO said he thinks busing 
is "often the only way to get white 
people interested in black peoples' 
schools " 
In this country white schools are 90 
per cent white and black schools are 90 
per cent balck. 
"How can students grow as part of a 
common country" when they are 
separated like this, he asked. 
Harris said black students in his 
county in Oklahoma were bused away 
from white schools 
"It would be nice to go to school 
where you live if that wasn't a way to 
deny equality of education to some 
people," he said 
He added that Indian children are 
being bused from Navajo country to 
Oklahoma, away from their heritages 
and traditions. Indians in Alaska have 
been bused all over the United States, 
nesaid. 
"No one complains much about that. 
it's only when we start busing in the 
other direction." he said. 
HE SAID HE sees busing as a 
transitional program that is necessary 
now. but which he hopes will evolve 
into equal housing and employment and 
more money for education. 
"The people who oppose busing ought 
to be made to say how they will solve 
the problem of quality education. The 
same people who are against busing 
will vote against other things, like 
equal housing and equal employment," 
he said. 
Harris said the Indian situation in 
this country is worse than that of the 
blacks in a lot of ways. 
He said they are "invisible" because 
about half of them live in the cities and 
are not even recognized as Indians. 
"People confuse them with Puerto 
Ricans and Filipinos. The 
discrimination against them is more 
subtle and insidious and is harder to 
deal with." he said. 
He also said many Indians don t 
realize that they are discriminated 
against. As is true of most minorities, 
they begin to believe the bad things said 
about themselves, he said. 
THE BLACKS have gotten away 
from this degrading self-image and 
have acquired a group identity and 
pride in their heritage, he said. 
He explained that, economically, the 
situation is worse in terms of housing, 
health care and education. 
Harris, whose wife is a full-blooded 
Comanche Indian, said staff of the 
Bureau of Indian Affiars should be cut 
in half and the bureau run by Indians 
themselves. 
Harris also called for fundamental 
changes in this country to redistribute 
income and power. 
"There is no way to have a society 
with any self-esteem with such great 
disparity between rich and poor," he 
said. 
Senator Senator Fred Harris (D-OWa.)ipoke to .ludont. in 
the Union yesterday on the probUrns of campaign 
Harris      'Poncing   and   *"•   climate   °'  p*"*""1   cnange 
needed in the United States. 




Should a student representative to the Board of Trustees have a 
vote? 
Mark Kruse. this year's representative, said Friday a student 
vote wasn't necessary if the representative presents information 
on issues before the board in a professional manner 
However, we wonder whether or not a "professional 
presentation'' is adequate. 
Admittedly, one student vote would not make any difference if 
other board members are already in agreement over a particular 
issue. 
But what happens in the case where one or two votes could alter 
a decision-particularly if that decision is contrary to the will of 
the majority of students on campus? 
A student representative can present as many facts or opinions 
as he wants and maybe, just maybe, he'll be able to change a few 
minds. 
But he still does not have as effective a say in a matter as he 
would if he could cast his vote along with other board members. 
When you get right down to it. who should have the final say in 
important issues on campus'' 
Board members appointed by the governor and. for the most 
part, not actively involved in the day-to-day activities on campus? 
Or a representative chosen in an election and personally 
affected every day by the board's decisions? 
Nobody has said much of anything since the student body last 
year won the right to send an elected representative to board 
meetings 
It makes us wonder whether or nol this decision was really such 
.1 "victory" after all. 
•   Without a vote, are we really that much farther ahead than we 
were this time last year? 
institutions 
The questionable operating procedures recently revealed in 
three state institutions, makes one wonder how his taxes are 
being used and why prisoners and patients are treated poorly. 
Dr Kenneth Caver, director-designate of the Ohio Department 
of Hygiene, said Monday that Ohio is spending $37.5 million to 
operate its' six institutions for the mentally retarded in the 
current fiscal vcar. I!e said this money is being sacrificed 
because most of the state's institutions do not meet federal 
requirements. 
In another case. Cuyahoga County entered the investigation of 
;the Warrensville Workhouse where 19 prisoners escaped last 
week Hugh A Corrigan. president of the county commissioners. 
. said his investigation uncovered inadequate medical care given to 
prisoners, food, building maintenance and a lack ot social 
services, recreation, rehabilitation programs and proper 
security. 
State Auditor Joseph T. Ferguson reported that Metropolitan 
Hospital in Cleveland made at least 100 illegal payments totaling 
more than $50,000 in 1970. Most of the illegal expenses were 
"unauthorized" expenditures for employment of extra help. 
These are just three examples of the incompetent organization 
in these institutions and the questionable allocation of tax dollars. 
Perhaps a full scaled Investigation into the competency of 
officials who are administrators in these institutions will uncover 
the reasons for such below standard operating procedures. 
job hunt 
rejection letters 
earn degree in three years 
By Paul E. Parn.'II 
Gael! Faculty Columnist 
President Moore has declared thai 
high school education Is now so excellent 
that we can safely reduce our college 
program Irom four years to three, by 
cutting our irrelevant courses. 
1 would like to endorse Ihis suggestion, 
lor the somewhat different reason that 
the educational ideas adopted in the last 
lew years seem to make a great deal of 
college education superfluous. These 
ideas are not new: but lew people in the 
liberal arts college took them seriously 
belore 1960 Since then we have all seen 
the light: and I feel that it is in the public 
interest lhal I list the most valuable ol 
these ideas 
1. Education is basically job training 
There is no point in studying anything we 
will nol use in our career Shakespeare's 
plays are a waste ol time unless one is 
going to teach Shakespeare later, and no 
English major need know anything about 
science 
2 Learning and high culture" is 
essentially useless, and a bore as well 
The lower the culture the better, hence. 
a college is most reputable when it 
concerns itsell with underground' 
culture or subculture 
3. FOREIGN languages are difficult 
and lime-consuming, and language study 
Will be unnecessary il all loreigners will 
only learn English 
4. Teaching is a skill lor the purpose of 
presenting distasteful material as 
onjoyably as possible A good teacher is 
primarily concerned in projecting an 
attractive personality. 
Evaluation by students is necessary lo 
weed out those bad-tempered bores who 
have done nothing lor 20 years except 
master a subject-matter area 
5. Qualitative distinctions in art or 
■OCial class must be rejected Value 
judgments are inherently invidious 
because   they   bring   in   the  dangerous 
aristocratic    assumption    that    some 
people, some ideas, or some works of art 
are better than others Such elitist 
thinking is incompatible with American 
democracy 
Whal we need is not an emphasis on 
difficult intellectual principles thai must 
exclude the majority, but a comfortably 
low level ol group experience in which 
all can participate Faculty grading of 
students is ol course the worst example 
of qualitative distinction, and has a 
crippling effect on student creativity. 
6. Subject-matter is not so important 
as helping students to develop 
themselves. This does not mean the 
obsolete -character training.' with 
emphasis on morality, sell-discipline and 
so on. which were only ingredients for 
producing the uptight personality. It 
means helping students to find their 
Identity, and to develop their creativity 
Thev will accomplish these aims best by 
being released Irom all responsibilities, 
and every kindol repressive discipline. 
7. SCIENCE IS a basic article ol 
faith, with slrong emphasis on ecology 
This does not mean a tiresome mastery 
ol a scientific discipline, since discipline 
has already been rejected because of Us 
bad effects Ofl character i see 6 above I. It 
merely means lhal we will justify our 
teaching by use of the very latesl 
scientific terms 
8 There must be a courageous 
willingness  to  try  any  novelty      II   il 
succeeds,    it   may   revolutionize   the 
educational process, it as is mosl likely. 
it tails, it can be set down as a well- 
intentioned experiment Progress is 
solved either way 
9 The pasl is anathema, and anything 
that might be called tradition must be 
discarded Few will now Iry lo Justify 
Study ol a subject before 1800. and nmsl 
will i md deiense ol 19th-century studies 
difficult After all. this is 1972 
10 The will ol the student must he 
Obeyed II he is unwilling to take .i 
Course, nobody should lone him to 
Pleasure,  not  compulsion,  is the  main 
end nt education 
il Learn by doing Abstract theorizing 
never taught anybody anything 
11 We accept these principles-and who 
docs not?  it must be obt lous thai we do 
not    need    a    lour year    program,    or 
perhaps a university at all 
Universities   were    lounded    on    Ihe 
assumptions lhal ia> the student needed 
the  knowledge ol   past  culture   which 
could be obtained only at second-hand; 
ibi he needed exercise in abstract 
thinking, such as he could nol gel in the 
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Bv I)an Doll 
Gnesl Sludenl Columnist 
As the final college days fly by, 
grudualing seniors everywhere are laced 
wrih Ihe proverbial quest   Find a Job! 
Interviews on campus letters ol 
introduction letters ol application and 
mils, ,,ii ..I (-artfully detailed personal 
resumes have lei I ihe potential  grad 
wean  "t   id   and  bud\    iSiath  ol 
exhaustion i 
'thewailing begins 
I hen at long List those neat loll}! 
Iiusiness     envelopes       with     such 
prestigious return addresses begin 
htlmg IOUI mailbox' 'Sigh ol 
expectation' 
Won lingers missed each letter is 
cueiiiiK opened read and sadly tiled 
With scores ol olliei nearly identical 
rejections 
' Were verv  soirv III minim you 
sum inn we see no openings at this 
iime K»rr>.   tun it vou will check 
with us at i laiei date We regret i" 
sa* thai no vacancies m our lirm meel 
Mkui i|ii.iiiin .itiun- ami interests    'Sub 
ol rejection I 
BUT ALAS, what ihe college job 
hunter needs is The Guide lo Rejection 
i.etiii iKl.iTranslating 
U.ini  lo know  whal lies behind Ihose 
glittering   corporate   cliches     which 
pup-up m nearlv even letter Irom even 
personnel director? 
I'ow might The tiuide to III. 
Translating help Ihe hunler interpret 
Ihe lollowing tou-tamiliar notice? 
■ Dear i inserl your name I 
Thank your lor your Interest in joh 
opportunities al i inserl companv name 
We were all  verv  impress*^ with your 
background    bul  lind no openings now 
lhal    could    make    best    use   ol    your 
expel lenceand interests 
Your resume will be placed in our 
active file, however, in ease something 
comes along that looks like the right Job 
loi you 
I in pleased you thought enough ol 
i companv name lo vv.inl to he a part ol 
our companv   Hood luck   I'm sure with 
your credentials you'll have no trouble 
lutding a challenging position 
Sincerely i or verv truly yours i, 
Company Kmployment Managei 
QUICKLY     REFERRING    to    voiir 
handy copy ol "The Guide". Mhumbmg 
through anxiously i, vou come up wuh 
I his translation 
Dear inaittei 
Thanks loads lor Ihe application  The 
sei iclai us and I thought vour letter was 
realh neat but I asked around the office 
and nobody could think ol a joh lor you 
Your resume, along wilh 99 others 
received lodav will be placed in our 
active lilc in order lo eliminate duller in 
our olltco iSay would vou like a job 
sorting resumes 
We were thrilled lo think vou thought 
enough   ot    voursell    lo   applv    to   our 
companv   Good luck, vou II need il   I'm 
sure with your degree you'll have no 
trouble linding a job you can be retrained 
lor 
Sincerely i.vawni. 
Company Employment Manager 
I'nlorlunalelv   vour local  library has 
no    such       tiuide      on    Us    shelves' 
However     bv     tollowing    the    above 
example     Ihe    industrious    voung    job 
seeker might wrile and publish his very 
own   hrsl   edition   ol     The   Guide   lo 
Rejection Letter Translating. 
Whal a moncv maker' 
W ho needs thai job now''• 
Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hall 
Phone 372-2710 or 372-2819 
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ordinary pursuits of life; ICI he could 
profit from the experience of others, 
without having to undergo the pain of 
first-hand trial and error: idi the school 
would prepare him for a position 
of leadership in professional life, or 
politics, or the arts 
All these assumptions have now been 
set aside, as the new ideas listed above 
amply demonstrate II we are interested 
only in the present, in our own language, 
in our own job training, in our own 
limited selves, what should we go to 
college to learn'' The mass media'' Rock 
music? Films? 
But we know those things already 
Perhaps we could learn some criteria for 
judging those things0 No. for that would 
bring in elitism, unless the judgment is 
based on pure whim; and no one has to go 
to college to learn that 
Some students doubtless have attended 
college out ol secret elitist aspirations, 
in order to improve their social status 
and lo make a good marriage: but il 
everyone is senl to college, as educators 
now urge, that pretext ol social 
improvement will collapse, and 
marriage prospects will be no more 
earelully screened than they would be 
outside Ihe college 
TRUE. THE University can do 
something in Ihe way of job training, bul 
this hardly requires lour years only a 
term or two of methodology is needed 
belore the student should put into 
practice his not too abstract principles 
The praclicum will naturally be most 
effective  il   it   is  conducted  as  lar  as 
possible irom the bookish atmosphere ol 
the university 
LeTTers 
One local educator once commented 
that students would learn more from a 
trip through a slum than they would from 
a year of college courses. Well then, why 
not dispense with the courses, and have 
the student spend his lime in social-work 
clinics'* 
Pe could return occasionally lor 
conferences or workshops, but if the 
student learns most in the field, that is 
where he should be trained. 
I admit one difficulty: perhaps 
students will nol want to give up three- 
quarters of their college career. They 
can however be reminded that they will 
save a lot ol money, and will be awarded 
exactly the same degree as at present. 
Certainly standards would not be 
lowered appreciably if the new system 
went into effect If the students 
stubbornly prefer the unobstructed 
leisure of a college career over the 
saving of money, they should see that 
their action is disgracefully elitist, in the 
pattern ol old-time students at Oxford or 
Cambridge--an attitude unworthy of a 
pure democracy 
A few students might want to stay the 
whole lour years in order lo get a liberal 
education Such students could be 
indulged: their numbers would not be 
sufficient to mar the otherwise hopelul 
eduational picture, and thev could take 
up the lime ol some aging liberal 
educators who otherwise would have 
little to do 
Otherwise. I think my suggestion is a 
sound one thai ought to appeal to 
legislators, taxpayers, and students-the 
only people, alter all who really matter 
in a genuinely democratic educational 
situation 
why lecture? 
■Bate by •* 
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Why should one have to think whether 
in    no|   she   should   attend   a   lecture. 
Maybe there will be a clue given to 
what the test will be on. I belter go 
Why does one have to sit through an 
entire hour Ol absolute alienation ol life? 
Il will nol help matters either by 
adapting lo Ihe system   one musl make 
the system come to her-remember lhal 
We  will  not be lectured to when we 
finally    leave    tins    Intellectually 
suppressive  University    It   you  think 
college is lough, the outside world has 
something more challenging I more 
human i called Interaction among people 
Is there any real evidence, as vour 
intellectual reception serves you. that 
you are being challenged during a 
lecture; is there any real sell proof that 
a literary lecture class is having any 
progressive degree ot interaction 
involving Ihe complete character ol a 
person and just not lour or live carnal 
silhouettes in a classroom of twenty? 
IF YOU FEEL that you cannot 
communicate in the class, then vou are 
alienated as a member ol humanity, and 
all the noles lhat you lake are not going 
to help you one bil in discovering what 
you have lost You may prove a self-point 
that vou can pass a tesl with an A bul 
what have vou gained except a bias mark 
on a computerized label" 
For Ihe most part students do not 
retain whal they have been voiced 
thrown in the English cram courses 
beyond ihe teacher's name I'as il never 
OCCUred to vou jUSt why vou do not retain 
ihe material? 
Try "non-functional   on lor ilze one 
[unctions when she is lunctioning best. 
mi whal she holds lo hi' more important 
or more interesting to herself  Can one 
M) thai lectures trulv motivate you lo 
utilize ideas in vour everyday 
functioning1' True vou mav schedule a 
lecture that really holds vour interest 
and    so    vou    feel    inclined    to    learn 
something;  but how many lectures do 
vou come  across  lhal  are  interesting" 
Unless ol course vou are a lecture Ireak 
and feel it is your given place in society. 
Thinking  about  stagnant   systems. 1 
over-heard iwo stagnant systems in the 
I oinplon cafeteria several weeks ago- 
one system is a student teacher this 
quarter    informing    the    other    on 
subversive teaching 
S T My kids arc o k tor inner-city 
kids but do you know thai they didn't 
want me lo lecture to them Thev said. 
Its so boring and we don't learn 
anything Irom taking notes, anyway 
ii ii   Oh    no' 
S T Ves So that made me really mad 
and I told them thai I am going to lecture 
to them and lecture lo them good: and. 
they are going to learn to lake good 
notes It's lor their own good They gol lo 
get usedo it or else they'll never learn 
Alter the little conversation. I was 
about ready to give up eating yogurt lor 
breakfast But lor the kids sake. 1 hope 
that they really do learn 
A closing thought think belore you 
enclose yourselt in an air mail envelope 
Russell Van Meter 
341 Compton 
OH, COME NOW, TONE IT DOWN A BIT—MAKE THAT   MISTER REACTIONARY  CAPITALIST PIG'!1 
The to N.w, Wtem.eey, Febrwry 1*. »H/N» 1 
7sf Amendment rights issue 
Kent suit hearings ordered 
CINCINNATI (API - The 
6th L'.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals yesterday ordered a 
hearing on a part of a suit 
brought by a group of Kent 
State University students 
against former Gov James 
A Rhodes and officials of 
the Ohio National Guard 
The suit, originally filed in 
the U.S. District Court at 
Cleveland, sought to enjoin 
Fact Line 
Campus Kact Line will not 
be taking any calls Sunday 
Keb 20 and Monday Keb. 21 
because of Ihc Washington- 
Lincoln holidav 
use of the National Guard in 
instances such as the Kent 
State campus disorder in 
May 1970 when four students 
were killed. 
IT WAS dismissed in its 
entirety without a hearing by 
District Judge James 
Connell Yesterday's action 
reversed part of Judge 
Connell's dismissal order 
The appeals court, by a 2-1 
vote, sent back that part of 
the suit which claimed rights 
nl speech and assemblage 
were violated and that rifle 
tire was unconstitutional 
The appeals court held 
there should have been an 
evidentiary hearing and 
asked il there is any training 
in weaponry and orders in 
the National Gurad. It 
expressed belief there might 
be cases where use of lethal 
force was not a necessity 
JUDGES      GEORGE 
Edwards and Wade McCree 
Jr took the majority view- 
Judge Anthony J Celebreeze 
dissented, saying there was 
no conceivable relief the 
district court could have 
granted and that any such 
injunctive relief would 
restrict the governor and the 
National Guard 
The Appeals Court upheld 
dismissal of a request for an 
injunction against future use 
of the guard in such CUM 
and a request that the 
federal court hold 
unconstitutional an Ohio law 
which grants immunity to 
the National Guard in such 
cases as the one al Kent 
State 
$5,000 grant awarded 
to psychology professor 
Dr Patricia C. Smith, 
professor of psychology has 
been awarded a Sii.OOO grant 
from the General Electric 
Foundation  to continue her 
research     in       Productive 
Utilization ol Members ol 
Minority Groups 
History lecture set today 
Dr. Sam Bass Warner, professor of history at the 
University of Michigan will speak on "Techniques and 
Opportunities in Urban' Pistory' today at 3 p.m in the 
Alumni Room. Union 
A well-known historian Dr Warner is the author of "Street 
Car Suburbs The Process of Growth in Boston. 1870-1900" 
and "The" Private City Philadelphia in Three Periods of 
Growth 
Terry Jones, professor of political science will conclude 
the forum lecture program with remarks on recent social 
science methodology used to understand urban processes. 
Sponsored by the department of history and the College of 
Arts and Sciences, the purpose of the forum is to expose 
recent trends in historical research which involve novel use 
ol traditional techniques, new methodology and new 
theories 
The forum is open to faculty and students 
Dr. Sam Warner 
Dr. Smith  has received 
financial support from the 
Inundation for the last four 
years 
Per research project is a 
comparative study ol work 
values. "We are concerned 
primarily with the 
development of conventional 
work values in people and 
how these are modified in 
the actual work situation."' 
she said 
DR. SMITH said many 
people assume that work is a 
"good thing." socieu 
benefits from work, and 
"you can gel ahead if you 
work.'" 
I'owever. not all members 
of society share these 
values    The    assumptions 
themselves may not even be 
true, she said. 
Dr. Smith is gathering 
data for her project from 
Ihree locations--a working 
population in a southeastern 
state, a school system and a 
Schoolhouse move halted 
Lack ol funds has placed a 
substantial roadblock in 
plans to move a little red 
schoolhouse to campus 
According to Fred I'ansen. 
associate director ol alumni 
affairs, the University does 
not have the funds to finance 
a project such as moving a 
one-room schoolhouse from 
the Norwalk area lo the 
main campus 
The project was initiated 
two years ago by the Center 
I in Kdiicat i.nia I 
Memorabilia in the College 
ol Education 
The center has estimated 
the cost of reconstructing 
the schoolhouse at $75,000 It 
hopes to raise the money 
through a fund drive 
THE SCHOOLHOUSE has 
been donated by the children 
of the late Mr and Ms 
Frank Linder of Norwalk It 
was built in 1875 and was 
purchased by Ihe landers in 
1910. 
The building was one of 
three red brick schoolhouses 
olfered lo the University to 
I"1    UM'II    .1-.    .,    iiiUMim,    .>! 
memorabilia   marking   the 
progress ol public education 
The Center lor 
Educational Memorabilia 
has already collected a Wide 
variety ol items related to 
the one-room schoolhouse 
era. including textbooks 
maps, desks slates and 
lunch pails   
The schoolhouse is the 
second building  from the 
Fu elands area to be donated 
lo the University 
I'rout Chapel, named after 
former University president 
Dr Frank Prout. was 
donated by the Sidney 
Frohman Foundation. 
HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE 
CIGARETTES COKE S1 99 CASE 
OPEN 24 HRS. 
LOUIE'S CLARK SUPER 
100 SERVICE STATION 
LEHMAN & S. MAIN 
AUDITIONS FOR 
SIDE DOOR 
FEB. 14,15. 16 AT 
6:00 to 8:00 P.M. 
IIVI 
CARNATION ROOM 
SIGN UP IN 
UAO. OFFICE 
OPERA IS NOT JUST A WORD- 
ITS A JOYOUS EXPERIENCE! 










$2.00 ft $4 00 
201 JOHNSTON HALL 
372-2045 
^^ 
Big N Cafeteria 





Crisp Cole Slaw 
French Fried 
Potatoes 
Fresh Roll & Butter 
$1.49 
Served from 4:00p.m*to 8:00 p.m. 
1010 S MAIN OPEN 10-10 0AILV SUNDAY 11-0 
civil service orj;iini/.;ition in 
a imdwestern city 
She said her research 




Dr. Helen Clancy, of the University of Queensland, Brisbane, 
Australia, lectured yesterday on "Autistic and Other Isolated 
Children." The talk was sponsored by the psychology 
department. 
'Lot of phonies in religion' 
By Mary Wry 
There are a lot ol phonies 
in religion Many people 
thai .no flukey set into ihe 
business." said Ms Lee 
steele, religion editor .it the 
Toledo Blade 
Ms Sleele. formei 
instructor ol Journalism .ii 
the University, spoke to 
approximatel) 50 students in 
,i journalism reporting class 
Monday 
The only requirement for 
tiiuniling a religious seel In 
Ohio, Ms Steele said, is that 
ihr church be incorporated 
thai II is a lion profil 
corporation, and lliat Ihc 
founder   musl   promise  to 
spread     lilt*     gospel     ami 
contribute to the public 
welfare ol societj 
ACCORDING     TO     \l> 
Steele, these requirements 
allow mam undedicated and 
Insincere people in form 
religious    oi ganizations 
\n\hinl\ who wants lo can 
siaii a church.' ~hc said 
To prove hei point, Ms 
Steele herseli founded a 
church toi onh 125 which 
she   rails    Ihc    I'misc   ol 
Religion Spending an extra 
dollar, she v\,i- granted a 
permit lo perform wedding 
ceremonies and funerals 
I d nevei «I• ■ it I m nol 
devout enough she said 
According lo Ms Steele 
religion i- a business 
Wrisi watc in-- even have 
pictures oi Jesus Christ on 
them she said 
Ml   Steele born a Woman 
Catholic, said al present she 
is noi a member ol am 
religion, hut considers 
herseli an agnostic 
I think Jesus was a greal 
guy. hnl   I in nol  SUIT he's 
divine." she said 
Since becoming religion 
euitor she said she has 
become especially 
Interested m the financial 
background of churches. She 
said she is curious lo know 
how Rev Hex I'unibard and 
Rev   Hilly Graham became 
so financially successful 
SHE   ATTRIUTED   their 
success to the number "I tax 
exemptions they are 
permitted and Ihe largo 
amount ol contributions they 
receive hum their listeners 
Rex     I'unibard     gels 
enough personal 
contributions to pay tor T V 
time on 900 stations in Ihc 
United Slates and Canada 
I'c gets more exposure on 
more stations than Johnny 
Carson.'' she said. 
She added that most 
people     who     send     in 
lee Steele 
contributions  led  they are 
giving to Ihe Lord" not to 
Rev      I'unibard    or    Rev 
Graham. 
Ms Sleele said she covers 
a religion beat like she would 
anything else     1   don't  gel 
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MAIN AUDITORIUM, U. HALL  $1.00 
ALBERT R. BROCCOLI and HARRY SALTZMAN present 
Sean tannery 
James Bond 007" 
Diamonds 
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A Beautiful Original, 0.07 Diamond 
Set in 14K, White Gold From 
Klevers Jewelry Store 
* Winner identifies the famous Bond 
girls in the lobby of The Cla-Zel and 
entry deposited at Klevers Jewelers' 
Special Diamond Showing On 
February 16th in the Cla-Zel Lobby 
Enter the Contest Now — 
You May Be A Winner! 
No Purchase Necessary 
HQKJBHB QS 
THEATRS 
m N.   izfrzuoc 
MAIN 
Vk. J53 •»! 
PT. 4/Th. tO N.W., W.4n..d.y, NWvary 16, 1972 




Virginia  Slarr,   Tom   Dustman   and  John  We»t,   three  of  tho   principle   in 
"Pagliacci" rehearse a scene from tomorrow night's production. 
First twin-bill production 
goes on stage tomorrow 
By Gale Bogle 
Entertainment Editor 
Opera is multi-media, 
combining drama with 
music, dance, costumes and 
scenery. 
Opera is gigantic 
entertainment which 
combines the emotions of 
human compassion, anger, 
hate, jealousy, revenge and 
love 
And opera is the victim of 
a kind of "inverted 
snobbism'' on the part of 
students who say they don't 
like it when they have never 
seen it. according to Dr. 
Ivan Trusler. professor of 
music and director of 
tomorrow night's 
productions of "Cavalleria 
Rusticana" and 
"Pagliacci."' 
"I BELIEVE a person can 
go to the opera this VC.II 
without any foreknowledge 
except reading the program 
notes and get tremendous 
enjoyment.'' he said 
Students have developed 
what  Dr. Trusler called an 
inverted snobbism'' about 
opera because they think it 
is too    high class.'' but he 
said   opera    is   essentially 
entertainment. 
I suppose the higher the 
form of entertainment, the 
more the person to be 
entertained has to put out a 
little effort. You only have 
snobbism among people who 
don't understand. " he said. 
According to Dr. Trusler. 
opera survives not because 
the rich elite or wealthy 
support it. but because 
masses of people have 
bought tickets for years. 
If someone has never seen 
an opera before and he 
chooses his first one wisely, 
if he doesn't get some 
enjoyment from it. "I would 
simply question the depths 
nl his mind." he said 
THERE IS A tremendous 
amount of student 
involvement in the opera 
production. Three of the 10 
principles are students and 
students make up the entire 
orchestra and chorus. 
Dr. Trusler said it is the 
job of the School of Music to 
provide an opportunity for 
students to perform and 
grow and become better as a 
result of their work. 
Dr. Trusler compared 
opera to pro football saying 
the cast has to be psyched up 
and expect to be a winner. 
Opera also involves a 
certain amount of physical 
beating, as well as mental 
and intellectual effort, he 
said. 
"Singing is a tremendous 
physical thing. The body has 
to be in perfect shape to sing 
opera. You can't catch a 
little cold or you're shot.'' 
Dr Trusler said. 
According to Dr. Trusler. 
he knows many students who 
are prejudiced against rock 
and roll, but one of the 
principles   in    "Pagliacci," 
Tom Dustman, graduate 
student in music, is in a rock 
group. 
"MORE AND MORE we 
are crossing boundaries in 
schools of music. We no 
longer have the elite kind of 
separation of one kind of 
music from another," Dr. 
Trusler said. 
He said he thinks Mick 
Jagger and the Rolling 
Stones. John Lennon and 
Hurl Bacharach have all 
been tremendously inventive 
and he listens to all these 
groups 
"To say just because I like 
the Stones. I dislike opera, 





the first twin-bill opera 
evi»r performed as a 
University production goes 
on>:stage Thursday night, 
directed by Dr Ivan Trusler. 
professor of music 
Mascagni s 'Cavalleria 
Kiniticana."    which    means 
Rustic Chivalry." is the 
stury ol the infidelity of a 
yoirng Sicilian wife, and its 
giim consequences for her 
lover 
turiddu is a young soldier, 
whio was betrothed to l.ola 
when he Iclt the village to 
serve in the army tin his 
return he found her married 
to Alfio 
AFTER A short romance 
wilh another village gtrl. 
Sahtuzza. Turiddu again 
tuwis to l.ola She. in turn 
lakes advantage ol her 
husband's frequent absences 
by; enouraging her lover's ' 
alfections 
the tragedy ironically 
takes plan on a quiet Easter 
Sunday Santuzza reveals the 
illicit affair to Allio while 
the lovers are attending 
woyship together 
Turiddu and Allio confront 
each other in Hie village 
square and a duel is 
arranged, by which Allio has 
his revenge 
LOLA IS PLAYED bv lna 
Kaplan,    a    participant    in 
the University s opera 
workshop Warren Allen, 
prolessor ol pcrlormance 
studies, has the roleol Alfio. 
Richard Mathcy. assistant 
prolessor ol music education 
plays l.ola s lover. Turiddu 
Barbara l.ockard. 
assistant prolessor ol music 
plays Sanlu/za. and 
Marianne Karwowski 
sophomore < Music i. plays 
the part ol Lucia, Turiddu s 
mother 
The  tragedy     Pagliacci 
unfolds    as    a     group    ol 
traveling acton stops in a 
small    Italian    village    to 
perform    As   the   troupe 
prepares        lor        the 
pcrlormance.     Nodda     is 
approached by .1 handsome 
villager. Silvio, and agrees 
to meet him alter the |>l.i\ 
Canio. Nedda's husband, 
approaches in time to hear 
their parting words and 
confronts his wile, 
demanding    to    know    the 
runic ol her lover 
ATTEMPTS ARE made to 
sooth Canio and that evening 
the play begins as scheduled 
Canio plays the role of 
I'agliaccio. a man who is 
wronged by his wife. 
Columbine, plaved bv 
Nedda 
As   Paghaccio   confronts 
Columbine     with    his 
suspicions, the play becomes 
reality. Canio once again 
demands that Nedda reveal 
the name ol her lover or die. 
At her refusal. Canio stabs 
Nedda and then buries his 
knife in the lover Silvio's 
heart as the villager reveals 
himself by rushing to the 
stage 
Rex Eikum. associate 
professor of performance 
studies, plays Canio and 
Virginia Starr, assistant 
professor of performance 
studies, plays the wife 
Andreas Poulimenos. 
instructor of voice, plays 
Tomo. a hunchback clown. 
John West, sophomore 
1 Music 1, is Peppe and Tom 
Dustman, graduate student 
in Music, plays Nedda's 
lover 
Curtain time is 8 p.m in 
Main Auditorium. 
University Kail. Tickets are 
$4 and $2 and are available in 
Room 201, Johnston Pall or. 




rw#w^^o#t# w"f Many lamitj* 
Students participate in all phases of tho opera production, making up the entire 
orchestra and chorus, as well as serving in many other roUs in the cast and 
crew of about 225 people. 
WGLN-FM- a people's station' 
Mn»raj*eie bv Meaaj leaner 
Dr. Ivan Trusler, professor of musk, has 
been involved in opera and musical 
productions for tho last several years. 
Play reviewer wanted 
The News needs someone to review plays on a permanent 
basis If you are interested, sec GaMBogle at the Be; News 
office, 106 University Hall or call 372-2710 
tw^~.kTt»^r,s«w* 
Broadcasting Mark Scheerer, a 1971 alumnus of the University and new* 
direct** at WGtN radio, also broadcasts his own shew en the 
FM station from 10 till 2 on Saturday nights. 
By Peggy Schmidt 
Staff Reporter 
It came to pass in the late 
summer of 1971 AD that in 
the county of Lucas, at a 
place called Berkey 1 which 
is approximately five hours 
by tractor from Toledo 1 a 
new sound began to grow 
from 'underground '' 
And it was called WGLN- 
KM To the people who 
fell .within its 50-mile radius 
from points as far away as 
Ann Arbor. Port Clinton, and 
Kindlay. WGLN became 
known as a "peoples- 
station." according to the 
word of Dorian. 
Dorian Paster, who is both 
a disc jockey and program 
director for the station said. 
"We try to serve our 
listening community in the 
best way we can without 
hurting our time buyers." 
The trick of keeping both 
listeners and advertisers 
satisfied is the headache of 
every station, according to 
Rick Campbell, who. at 25. is 
the station manager at 
WGLN 
AS FAR BACK at 1969. 
Campbell began to circulate 
.petitions in the area asking 
for programs that would 
cater to an audience that had 
more diverse tastes in heavy 
rock than the normal "Top 
Forty" show. 
At that time. Campbell 
was a retail store owner who 
was buying time on WGLN. 
"Other owners of head' 
shops, including myself, 
were able to exert enough 
pressure by withdrawing.our 
advertising to force the 
management to reconsider 
the country and western 
format it was doing at the 
time. "Campbell said 
Since the Station WM 
already in a precarious 
financial situation, the 
owners finally decided to 
hire both Dorian and 
Campbell 
Chuck Schmidt, a 
salesman for the station 
also thought that an 
"underground'' formal 
would alleviate some of the 
financial troubles 
"Right now we still .11011 I 
financially able to do 
everything we'd like in order 
to totally recreate Ike image 
ol the station." Dorian said 
For instance, he said the 
station is not always able to 
refuse ads that it considers 
facetious or advertised 
products it does not think are. 
worth buying 
ALTHOUGH THE station 
still broadcasts Sylvania 
basketball games, as well as 
a religious program on 
Sunday mornings, all 
remnants of the old lormat 
will be phased out when the 
old contract expires. Dorian 
said 
Although WGLN is still 
owned by the people who had 
it while it was a country and 
western station. Lou Dickey, 
who owns several radio 
stations, including WOl'O in 
Toledo, is trying to purchase 
the station. 
Dorian said the outcome of 
the sale will be held up in 
court for some time. 
However, he predicted the 
format of the station would 
definitely change if the sale 
was completed. 
Chris Loop, who has had 
the most professional 
background of any of the 
disc jockeys at WGLN. 
explained why the station is 
a "free form radio " 
"Those of us who have 
shows are not restricted to 
the 'clock formats' that most 
Top Forty disc jockeys are 
lorced to follow." he said 
Loop said by being able to 
choose the kind of music 
Ihey want to play, disc 
jockeys are better able to 
convey their personalities 
over the air. 
IV said it's almost like a 
return to (he radio programs 
ol the early 60s when 
personalities like Jerry G. 
Johnny I'oliday and Jaybird 
were  the key  interest  in a 
station 
THE     "TOP     FORTY" 
station as it is known today 
tirst gained popularity in 
1964 when Bill Drake was 
able to make WKI'J in Los 
Angeles the number one 
station in the country in 
instituting     that    type    of 
format. 1-oop explained 
"Some people accuse us of 
editorializing the news." 
said Mark Scheerer. news 
director at WGLN and '71 
alumnus ol Bowling Green. 
But we feel, that not only- 
do we have the right to do 
that according to FCC 
regulations, but that we 
should comment on the 
news, as long as we make it 
apparent that we are doing 
so." he said. 
Scheerer said that most 
national and international 
news is obtained from the 
Associated Press Wire 
Service, but he didn't think 
that these stories fulfilled 
the news needs of the 
audience 
"We use Earth News, and 
we will be using the 
Liberation News Service for 
more in-depth stories in the 
future.' Scheerer said 
Since the news staff has 
been cut to one person, 
coverage ol local events line 
the John McClcllan trial will 
have to be more limited, 
according to Scheerer. 
Powever. WGLN hopes to 
supplement the local news 
by arranging for more talk 
shows with community 
action group leaders and 
people like John Sinclair. 
Scheerer added 
"It's hard to say how our 
listeners feel about things 
we do: they aren't very 
vocal, but I think that's the 
way the hip community is 
"But we feel that 
we're speaking to the needs 
of a growning group of 
listeners because we have a 
great group of people here 
who want to see things 
happen." Dorian said. 
Before my time 
By Jonny Kali 
I    The   first   Rodgers  and 
Pammerstein   musical   ran 
2.248 performances 
lai     Oklahoma lb) 
Brigadoon id    South 
Pacific. 
2. Lakehurst. New Jersey is 
a landmark because of 
lal Al J.ilson's birthplace 
tbl     Thomas     Edison's 
laboratory    id Hindenburg 
Zeppelin crash. 
3. Roosevelt referred to 
The hand that held the, 
dagger" as 
ia) Stalin tbl Mussolini tel 
the atomic bomb. 
4. Lucille LaSueur became 
belter known as 
ia) Judy Garland   tbl Joan 
Crawford ICI Lauren 
Bacall 
5. Known on radio as the 
RexallSportscaster: 
tal Red Barber tbl Bill 
Stern 1 c > Tom Harmon. 
6. The commonly seen 
symbol of the depression 
was 
tal an apple peddler ibi a 
lorn dollar bill ic I a Wall St. 
signpost 
7. He    led    the    Ralston 
Straightshooters on radio: 
lal Tom Mix   tbl Hopalong 
Cassidy |cl Dick Tracy 
8. Brenda   Frazier.   social 
sensation of 1938. was a 
talgolddigger ibidebuUnte 
(c I noted party giver 
9. Katherine Hepburn and 
Spencer     Tracy     played 
husband-wife lawyers in 
tal  "Pat and Mike       tbl 
The Desk Set   tc ("Adam's 
Rib". 
10. By 1934. 2'i million of 
these were on the market: 
(aI   jigsaw   puzzles       tbl 





This week's "Great 
Atwater-Kent Revival" 
(Sunday 9-11 p.m.. WFAL 
680) will feature the comedy 
of "Fibber McGee and 
Molly" and a repeat of last 
week's salute to the music of 
196043 
Th« »G N.wi, Wadnndoy, February 16. 1973/Paaa 5 
Damon 
Harris 
Damon Harm, the mwnl Temptation and their lead tenor, 
wails on with a *ong at the Temps concert last Thursday night. 
we want you to be a 
phi kappa psi little sister 
rush - Wednesday february 6th 
8:00-9:00 p.m. 
FALCON PIZZA SHOPPES 
FREE PEPSI 
THE BIG BIRD SEZ 
"COME ON IN!" 
FREE PEPSI (all you 
can drink — all night!) 
TUES. THROUGH FRI. 
FEB. 15 THROUGH FEB. 18 — 
WITH ANY 12" OR 16" PIZZA EATEN AT 
THE FALCON 
— WE FEATURE THE BEST SUB SANDWICH 
IN TOWN— 
4", 8", 12", 24" 
LOADED WITH MEATS AND CHEESES 
ON A SESAME SEED BUN 




ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN 
— DAIRY TWIST— 
354-9933 
Temptations turn 'em on 
By Krnny White 
SUll Writer 
Add a band, a group of 
harmonizing voices, a 
woman's rap plus the soulful 
singing of the crusaders of 
black rock, and what do you 
get' 
A swinging night that was 
high-lighted by the 
Temptations last Thursday 
night during Mardi Gras 
week. 
When the crowd had taken 
seats, the evening began 
mm in and groovin' with the 
sound of the United Sound 
Co. The eight-piece band 
immediately captured the 
crowd's attention by blowing 
the theme of   Shaft." 
They had to slow the pace 
down a bit because there 
was a lot more good 
entertainment left to come, 
so the saxophone player 
gave the crowd his stirring 
rendition  of   'Not   on   the 
Outside "" 
NEXT IN THE show was 
the Swiss Movement The 
four member male group put 
the audience in a more 
mellow mood by singing 
such hits as That's the Way 
1 Feel about You." 
"Drowning in a Sea of Love" 
and their top melody ending 
"Close to you '' 
After the crowd was 
through buzzing about the 
heavy opening, a young lady 
by the name of Yvonne Fair 
made her way to the stage 
I'er "Soul' purpose was to 
try to give the women in the 
audience a message on the 
Jive'' men of the world She 
started off very strong with 
"Proud Mary" and her body 
gyrations let the people 
know that she was all 
business 
Al the end of her rap on the 
PAGLIAI'S Wednesday night special: 
only $1.25 
EAT IT hate ot pick up 
and catty out Pticis an 
not f bi delivety 
BR6UAI5 i<ms.nwin     352-757/ 
male sex. Yvonne gave a 
soul-touching rendition of "! 
Don't Want to Do Wrong 
The young soul queen was 
so touched by the crowd's 
responses that she fought to 
hold back tears at the end of 
her song. 
ONCE THE CROWD had 
time to get over the talent 
that had performed before 
them there was a restless 10 
minute break 
Review 
When the lights started 
going out the crowd began 
buzzing louder and louder 
because the Temptations 
were getting ready to go on 
stage. It was a dramatic 
entrance for the Motown five 
because the band played the 
theme to "2001 Space 
Odyssey and "Jesus 
Christ. Superstar 
The Temptations jumped 
on stage, attired in purple 
jumpsuits monogramed with 
their zodiac signs, and 
started their concert fast 
and hard by singing their 
current hit   Superstar." 
They kept the crowd 
groovin' with the rhythm by 
following up with one of 
their all-time best sellers I 
Can't   lict   Next   to   You 
Giving    the    song-hungry 
crowd a taste of soulful 
harmony, the Temptations 
sang   Smiling Faces 
AT THIS POINT the crowd 
was shouting lor more of the 
Motown ambassadors They 
• ainr back strong and did a 
IIUH1U'\ ol their old hits Top 
songs in this selection were 
"Farewell." My Girl," 
Since I Lost my Baby and 
(loud Nine." 
In breaking away from the 
motor town sound, the group 
sang The Long and Winding 
Road "   The   rap   they   put 
with the song made it a very 
moving piece of music. 
Damon 1'arris. who is the 
new tenor and lead singer of 
the group captured hearts' 
with his moving 
interpretation of "Never 
Can Say Good-Bye." 
Dennis F.dwards. whoseX 
music and soul seems to flowxj. 
everyttme he opens hjsxj: 
mouth, was magnificent! ■'. -I 
during the whole prograrnx^; 
but he really laid out the -»! 
song "Just Mj>:£ 
Imagination 
(Mis    Williams.    Richard&fr 
Street.    Melvin    Franklin "•_:•. 
along    with    1'arris    and 
F.dwards   truly   put   on   i"iv 
stellar    performance    fOJCw 
their many followers They-.-N. 
ended the concert by telling 
llie [teoplo how gracious they 
\wi e lor the crowd's coming-. 
OUl and seeing them. 
Yes,   it   not   only  was a 
Soulful show but it was a 
super bad   concert 
Seniors & Graduate Students 
Participating in the "Gig Expo": 
A Black Careers Conference 
SIGN-UP SHEETS FOR THE COMPANIES 
AND SCHOOLS WITH WHICH YOU PLAN TO 
INTERVIEW ARE IN ETHNIC STUDIES. 
ROOM 208. GRADUATE CENTER. 
YOU MUST BE SIGNED UP BY TUES. FEB. 21 
$100,000 RECORD BUY! 
SPECIAL BUY ON LP'S 
99' VALUES TO 4.98 
Selection includes fABULOUS OLDIES. BE TRUE TO TOUR 
SCHOOL - Sandy Nelson. TUFF GUITAR ENGLISH STYLE - Al 
Caiola. BACKSTAGE - Cher. THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF 
CHARLES WESTOVER - D-l Shannon. THE GREAT JOHNNY 
RIVERS ami JAY & THE AMERICANS. 
DISCOUNT PRICED LP'S 
1.87 VALUES TO 4.9R 
THE BILl ANDERSON STORY. CUCUMBER CASTLE - Boo Gees. 
HOLD ME - Bert Kaempfert and His Orchestra. THE AGE OF 
AQUARIUS - The 5th Dimension, HOLLAND. DOZIER. THE 
SUPREMES SING HOLLAND. MAN OF LA MANCHA. ROGER 
MILLER SINGS THE MUSIC 8. TELLS OF WATER HOLE "3. more. 
Elgin' FM/AM 
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER 
AM/FM stereo solid state MULTIPLEX receiver with 8 
track tape player, separate BSR record deck, dust cover, 
two 5 inch expodential coned SPEAKERS. Headphone set 
Roll-A-Bout cart 
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K/II0 Crimson reviewed 
'Islands': not geared to entertain 
liludt 
By Larry K.pkr 
King Crimson sold its first 
album, partly because of an 
unusual album cover, and 
HIP second album because 
buyen remembered the lirsl 
album 
After the Kcond l.p .  the 
group lost most of its 
member* Thr third album 
b> the rebuilt group of 
British jazzmen MM moatly 
ignored by the buying public. 
It would bp wisp to tic.it this 
album in the same way 
"ISLANDS" is not Ihe 
type ol album to take lo a 
party The music is serious 
and drenched with a mood of 
despair It defies the listener 
to enjoy it for enter- 
tainments s sake 
This is the way all King 
Crimson's music has been 
since the first album Peter 
Sinfipld. thp lyricist, and 
Robert Kripp who writes the 
music   have written almost 
nothing    which     could    be 
classified as  lun." 
Since the personnel 
changes took place, the high 
qualilv oi musicianship is 
gone and this is what made 
Ihe    first    two   albums   ,i~ 
enjoyable as they wire 
FKW   VOCALISTS   could 
compare  with  tlreg  Lake 
Ian Wallancc and It"/ are M 
exceptions     Actually    they 
are rathei lackluster in their 
efforts 
The drumming of Mike 
Clips, the bass of both Lake 
and Peter Giles, and horn 
work of Ian McDonald are 
all lost and the replacements 
are almost universally not as 
good 
Only Mel Collins, on 
woodwinds, who has been 
with the band longer than 
mod ol the new members. 
docs a more than average 
job musically. 
Fripp's writing has always 
had certain drawbacks. For 
one thing, he insists upon 
heavily orchestrated 
backgrounds in many spots, 
but they are almost 
universally uninteresting 
and too long. 
THE SONGS themselves 
have portions which rise 
above an avprage level of 
music, but overall they are 
repetitive and lack 
originality 
This album is not totally 
$200,500 to remodel U. Hall 
More than new windows and a fresh coat of paint have 
gone into the University I'all remodeling program begun last 
summer 
According to Roland Y F.nglor. assistant I'niversity 
architect, nearly $2UIV501) has been spent to improve the 
oldest building on campus 
Improvements included remodeling rcstrooms. carpeting 
offices, and repairing exterior brick work 
KM.1.1- It SAID it was suggested earlier lo raze the 
building, but the University decided to remodel it instead 
because ol high demolition costs and Ihe sentimental value 
ol Hie building. 
\s a result ol the remodeling program, maintenance 
proMemi Should be reduced and lite amount ol money spent 
for repairs should be decreased, he said 
future  plans lor  University  I'all  include  lowering  the 
ceilings ami remodeling ||"1 repairing offices 
11 ihe stale provides sufficient funds, the University may 
even air-condition the building. Engler said 
A proposal for capital improvements on utilities and 
buildings al all stale assisted universities in Ohio funded the 
remodeling project 
The University I'all renovation program isoncol a series 
ol campus improvement projects Knglci said future 
remodeling programs include improvements lor Ihe I'onic 
Kconomics Hide  .mil ail conditioning in South I'all 
A Quick Lunch is , 
something different 
and we've got them. 
Try our fantastic sandwiches 
(our prices are easy to 
swallow, too.) 
Some are served with salad, 
others with soup. 
Quick, delicious, and priced 
For your budget, at — 
something different •JJfeSg? 
uninteresting. The title cut is 
very good in depicting a soft 
scene, a mellow feeling, 
marred only by Mark 
Charig's cornet solo which is 
too long and so meandering 
that one would think (hang 
had given up trying. 
"Formentera Lady" 
starts off well, but gets lost 
in a melage of wandering 
sounds. 
The album is closed by a 
rapping of the beginning of a 
session where one of the 
group is explaining what is 
about to occur. 
I get the feeling the band 
has decided just to fill space 
at the end. Unfortunately, 
the rest of the music gives 
me the same feeling. 
This album is available at 
the University Bookstore 
Up, up and away. . .Falconer Rick 
Volk.r, sophomore (A*S), watches the 
take-off of Tarak, the RC mascot, in an 
opon area near the Education Rldg. 




NvwsptMte by BBjnSJ I 
A paint job and new windows were part of the University Hall 
renovation program begun last summer. Nearly $200,500 has 
been spent on improvements. 
The School of Music is in 
need of morp musical 
instruments, but it doesn't 
have the budget to buy them, 
according to I)r James Paul 
Kennedy, director of the 
school. 
Dr. Kennedy said the 
school was "morp 
vulnprablp than many other 
departments" to this 
quarter's reduction in 
departmental equipment 
budgets. 
Seabed treaty approved 
WASIMNGTON 1AP1 The 
Senate yesterda) ratified the 
Seabed Anns Control Treaty 
winch  is  intended  lo  ban 
placing ol nuclear weapons 
on the ocean floor 
The vote was 83 to 0 
One in a decade long 
series     ol     arms control 
documents, the seabed 
treaty exempts nuclear 
missile-firing submarines. 
and other vessels winch 111.1v 
ACTION & INTERACTION: 
THROUGH STUDENT BODY BOARDS 
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES & ST. BODY OFFICERS' STAFF 
INTERVIEWS TO BEGIN ON FEBRUARY 16, 1972 
AND WILL RUN TILL MARCH 2, 1972 
PICK UP FORM AND SIGN UP 
FOR INTERVIFW TIME IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. .. 
TODAY! 
STUDENTS HALF-PRICE DOOR CHARGE WITH THIS AD. (Limit one) 
propel      themselves     lo 
strategic  resting  places on 
the seabed 
Nations signing the treaty 
'Red China and France has 
not-have free emplacement 
/.ones in coastal waters out 
lo 12 miles These areas 
would be prime for 
emplacement of nuclear 
mines, for example 
\ Pentagon representative 
said in hearings on the treaty 
that we have no plans for 
doing what the treaty would 
forbid." 
THE SENATE Foreign 
Relations Committee 
chairman Sen J. W 
Fulbright 1D-Ark. 1 said his 
support for Ihe treaty "is 
based on the judgment thai 
it will do no harm rather 
than a feeling that it 
accomplishes much." 
The truly significant arms- 
control treaty would be the 
agreement at the Strategic 
Arms Limitation Talks 
between Ihe Unitpd Slatps 
and the Soviet Union, 
Kulbright said. 
President Nixon urged 
approval of the trealy 
saying, the seabed is man's 
last frontier on earth, and 
that fronlier should be Ihe 
source of promise 
This treaty represents a 
practical and timely step 
toward helping protect this 
new environment " 
The document joins in the 
archives previous trpatips 
concerning Ihe Latin 
American free zone, outer 
space, limited test ban. the 
antarctic and 
nonproliferation 
Traditionally, the School 
of Music has provided 
instruments lo students 
without charging for their 
use. Many other schools 
charge rental fees for the 
use of school instruments, 
according to Dr Kennedy 
HE SAID one of the ways 
lo remedy the instrument 
shortage would be for 
students or faculty members 
to donate or lend 
instruments to the school 
Many persons might have 
instruments at home that 
are not being used, but which 
could benefit the music 
department, he said. 
Instrument donations are 
tax deductible, according lo 
Dr Kennedy 
EACH WIND OR string 
instrument or piano, is put to 
many uses by a number of 
students The same 
instrument may be used by 
several studenls for private 
lessons     and     practice 
Hearing clinic studies call 
snowmobile noise harmful 
CHICAGO 1 APi - The 
noise from some 
snowmobiles is potentially 
more damaging to hearing 
than thai from most 
rock'n'roll groups, two 
Michigan researchers say 
The noise levels of the 
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"The Italian Demon" 
NOW THRU FEB. 19 
co-starring 
• RUSS BYRON 
• MISS FASCINATION 
• JOHNNY & THE THUNOERBIRDS 
CAROUSEL 
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Good Toward The Putchase of One Pius 
Monday and Wed thiu Ihe 28th 
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I THE NATIONAL BANK OF PIZZA 
Bowling Groon ~^—— 
sports vehicles "appear 
more intense than other 
forms of recreational and 
environmental noise.'' they 
report. 
Dr Fred V Bess and 
Robert E. Peynor of the 
I'earing Clinic of Central 
Michigan University. Mount 
Pleasant, report on their 
study of snowmobile noise in 
the February issue of Ihe 
Archives of Otolaryngology. 
published by the American 
Medical Association. 
Many snowmobile drivers 
report a ringing in their ears 
and temporary hearing loss 
"after rides of even short 
duration," they say. 
"Racing drivers have 
reported temporary losses 
varying from four lo 14 days 
following competition 
racing." they add. and cite a 
case of marked permanent 
hearing loss in one youth 
who had driven a high- 
power, "souped up" 
snowmobile for five vears. 
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Round Trip Bus Fare $55.00 
March 17-25 (Spring Break) 
Sign Up - U.A.O. Office - Now! 
sessions, may be played in 
the marching band or 
orchestra, and used in 
instrument classes. 
Pianos are also needed 
Although the school has 114 
pianos now. this number is 
insufficient, according lo 
Dr Kennedy 
I'e explained that whereas 
in a private home a piano 
may be used for only a 
couple of hours a day. the 
school pianos are usually in 
use from 7 a m  to midnight 
Dr Kennedy also said in 
addition to the large 
replacement problem, Ihe 
school doesn't have eno'—' 
pianos for the number 
students wishing to use 
them 
"There are some practice 
rooms that don't even have a 
piano in them, which is kind 
of silly since that's what 
they're i students i are 
supposed to be doing there." 
he said 
Pianos are also needed at 
the new Creative Arts 
building on First Street The 
Creative Arts Program, 
which is only partially 
financed by the University, 
is designed to ofler claSMl 
in the arts to area children. 
The School ol Music will 
also accept instrument loans 
and will insure those which 
are rare or very valuable, he 
said 
For further information 






Leakey, credited with 
discovering the oldest 
evidence of man in pre- 
history, will appear on the 
Findlay College campus 
today at 3 p.m. in Old Main 
Auditorium 
In 1969. Leakey discovered 
the fossil remains of a skull 
now known as 
Australopithecus. a 
primative ape-like creature 
estimated to have lived 2 6 
million years ago 
Leakey's lecture, entitled 
"Some New Thoughts on 
Human Evolution Following 
Latest Discoveries in 
Africa." will include slides 
of his work in Kenya. 
The lecture is free and 
open to the public. 
Need a Ride? 
Check The U AO. 
Ride Board 




Voting (or the annual 
Beauty and Beast contest 
will be held March 2 to 
March II. 
As in the past, voters will 
choose their beauty or beast 
by depositing money 
donations in coin boxes 
beneath the pictures of each 
contestant. One cent equals 
one vote 
All proceeds will go to the 
Charities Board, to be 
distributed to charity 
organizations. 
Contestants will include 
one candidate from each 
residence hall, fraternity 
and sorority Independents 
may also enter the contest. 
Voting boxes will be 
located in the Falcon's Nest. 
Union and on the first floor 
of the Library. 
For further information, 
call 352-6446 
Th* M N*wi, Wedneeday, r*oiM*»|l 16, 197a/*»o» 7 
Fraud, forgery cited 
Irving warranf issued 
Making 
frisbees 
N.«ftw. k* M—y I-"" 
Jeff luftig, gradual* ttudent, instructs Jim Howell, loft, and Merle Dusek. both 
freshmen in Arts and Sciences, on tooling a mold for the mass production of 
fiberglass and cloth frnboes. The frisboes will bo on sal* by the end of the 
quarter for l*ss than a dollar. 
NEW YORK (API-A U.S. 
magistrate issued a warrant 
yesterday on behalf of the 
Swiss government for the 
arrest of Ms Clifford Irving, 
whose husband's purported 
autobiography of I'oward 
V ughes is under 
investigation 
The Swiss have asked for 
extradition of Ms Irving. 36. 
a German-born Swiss 
citizen, on charges of bank 
fraud and passport forgery. 
living said she used a 
passport made out to "I'elga 
R. I'ughes" to open an 
account in a Swiss bank, 
where she deposited $650,000 
intended by McGraw-Hill 
Inc. for I'ughes for rights to 
his life story. 
Irving says he helped 
compile l h e 
autobiography.'' 
MS. IRVING later 
withdrew the money and 
deposited $442,000 of it in 
another   Swiss  bank   under 
Requirements for medical careers 
Editor's Note: The following 
is the second article in ■ 
three-part series on job 
opportunities In the health 
field. The final article wUI 
be published tomorrow. 
What kind of training is 
required for a person going 
into the medical field'' 
A medical technologist 
needs three to four years in 
college with course 
emphasis on the sciences, 
including physics After 
three years here, he can 
transfer to a professional 
training program. 
To become certified, he 
must have one year of 
professional course work in 
medical technology and one 
quarter experience as a 
clinical intern A registry 
examination is required. 
AFTER THIS training, he 
can conduct scientific 
medical laboratory tests, 
carry out complex 
diagnostic and chemical 
procedures, or handle 
administrative work. 
Possible places of 
employment are private, 
public or government 
hospitals, public health 
agencies, public or private 
medical clinics, research 
foundation, teaching jobs 
with hospitals or medical 
colleges, or the Peace Corps. 
VISTA or the military 
Students planning to 
become occupational 
therapists need one or two 
years in the College of Arts 
and Sciences with courses in 
chemistry. biology, 
psychology and sociology If 
planning to transfer to the 
program at Ohio State 
University, two art courses 
are required 
Two or three additional 
years in an approved 
professional school and 10 
months of clinical training in 
a hospital are also required 
Activities include treating 
the physically and 
psychologically disabled 
Specialties in music therapy 
are possible 
POSSIBLE places of 
employment    are   private, 
public or government 
hospitals, menial health 
institutions, private and 
public rehabilitation centers, 
research foundations 
schools or Ihe military 
Students interested in 
nursing can receive a 
bachelors of science degree 
in nursing from this 
University The degree 
requires four years under an 
academic program in the 
College ol Arts and Sciences 
working in conjunction with 
the Medical College ol Ohm 
in Toledo 
Clinical practice during 
the last three years ol the 
program is required 
Activities include general 
medical duties as prescribed 
by a physician, teaching, 
administrative work, 
anesthiology. surgical 
nursing, specializing in 
intensive care or working as 
floor supervisors 
Possible places of 
employment are in hospitals 
or as private duty nurses, in 
public health services, 
industries, nursing homes, 
doctors' and demists 
offices, the military. Peace 
Corps or VISTA Teaching 
jobs are also available 
Pre-dental students must 
major in biology and 
chemistry   and   take  other 
courses in zoology, physics 
and psychology They must 
also meet other 
requirements in the College 
ol Arts and Sciences 
STUDENTS must take a 
Dental College Admission 
Aptitude Test If 
transferring to a denial 
college after 90 quarter 
hours here, he must spend 
lour more years in school 
Three years are required if 
he has received a bachelors 
degree from Ihe University 
Possible    duties    include 
general practice. 
specialities with training in 
orlhdontist oral surgery, 
penodontics. prostho- 
dontics. pedodontistry, oral 
pathology and endodontics. 
Employment opportunities 
include work in dental 
clinics and public health 
agencies, a private practice, 
employment in some 
hospitals, the military. 
Peace Corps. VISTA or 
professional organizations 
and teaching on the college 
level 
A pre-medical student 
musl major in chemistry 
and minor in biology or 
another area which would 
provide adequate 
preparation A bachelors 
degree in Ails and Sciences 
is also required. 
Students musl Ihen pass a 
Medical College Admissions 
Test A minimum of 36 hours 
above the bachelor degree 
level is Ihen required, but a 
lour-year program and 
hospital internship for one to 
two years is the general 
requirement 
DOCTORS  MAY  become 
AQUARIUS. 
JAN  20-FEB  18 
H you're an Aquarian, 
you've probably already found 
Schlitz Malt Liquor. 
Aquarius, you're anything but traditional. 
You're often a wild dreamer, and always 
an independent thinker. That's why you 
fat along so well with Schlitz Malt Liquor, 
aurus the Bull. 
Schlitz Mall Liquor is the unique drink that stands 
apart with a bold taste all its own. And that's 
what you respect. 
You know you can be lost for days in your idealistic 
dreams ol Ihe future. And when you join the 
earth-bound, you continue lo seeK originality and 
surprise. Like Schlitz Malt Liquor, Taurus Ihe Bull. 
Nobody m.k*. malt liqwor Ilk. Schlllx. Nobody. 
general practitioners, or 
specialists with advanced 
training in any of 33 fields. 
In addition to starting a 
private practice, a doctor 
may work for a research 
foundation, as a hospital 
staff physician, in private 
and government industry, 
the military. Peace Corps. 
or VISTA, or he may leach 
on the college level 
A pre-velerianarian 
student preferably needs one 
year in th College of Arts 
and Sciences if transferring 
to Ohio State University 
However, he could remain 
here from two lo four years, 
concentrating on chemistry 
and biology 
Normally, eight years in 
college, including the four- 
year bachelors program, are 
needed to obtain a 
veterinarian's degree 
Employment opportunities 
include trealmenl and health 
maintenance and prevention 
of disease of small and large 
animals, specialties in the 
above areas or research 
Jobs are available in state 
local and federal 
agricultural agencies, 
private practice, research 
foundations, the military. 
Peace Corps, VISTA or 
teaching on the college level. 
Speech and hearing 
therapists musl meet 
requirements in Ihe college 
catalogue A masters degree 
or doctorate is desirable 
Activities would include 
helping the handicapped 
overcome disabilities, 
and or communicate with 
others A therapist may 
work with medical teams 
Jobs are available in 
educational institutions 
hospitals, clinics, doctors' 
offices, nursing homes and 
in colleges 
Students planning to enter 
economic biology must 
major in biology and minor 
in business or economics A 
m asters in biology, 
chemistry or business 
administration is required if 
ihe student is interested in 
Ihe administrative aspects 
ol the field 
ACTIVITIES would 
include protection and 
preservation of environ- 
mental life and conditions or 
administrative supervisor] 
work 
Jobs are available in the 
governmental fish and 
wildlife services, public 
health and sanitation 
research foundations, 
colleges and industry. 
A physical therapist needs 
two to (our years at Ihe 
University before 
transfering lo a professional 
school Course emphasis is 
on biology, chemistry and 
physics 
Requirements for a slate 
license include a bachelors 
degree, professional courses 
and internship. 
Jobs are available in 
public, private and 
government hospitals, 
private   or    public   clinics. 
veterans    and    college 
hospitals, and research 
foundations 
PRE-PHARMACY      slu 
dents need one or two years 
in Ihe Arts and Sciences 
program before transferring 
to a professional school. A 
total of five .years of training 
is needed 
Jobs are available in drug 
stores or medical 
pharmacies, hospitals, 
private and public 
pharmaceutical companies, 
colleges, the military. 
VISTA or Ihe Peace Corps. 
State board examinations 
are required for 
occupational therapists, 
nurses, dentisls. doctors, 
veterinarians and 
pharmacists. 
BOND IS BACK   with a bevy of lucieui and lethal beauties 
in th* action-packed and suspense-filled "Diamonds are Forever" 
Adults - $2.00 Children under 12 $1.00 Eve it 7:00. 9:30 Sst Sun at 2. 4:30. 7. 9:30 
JILLST.JOHN TiFfsNYost' CHARLES GRAY mfomwrnvmEimm BRUCEUBOT 
MsalkjALBERT R BROCCOLI M HARRY SALTZMAN • ban, GUY HAMILTON - s™»*,b, RICHARD MAIBAUM.«TOM MANKIEWCZ 
>TM^»I»^M>, KEN ADAM   SsabjHI BARRY - PANAVISION* TECHNICOLOR* Untied Matta 
| OnGWLMOTOinCTUMiaMAVMlAafON no A*t(sn ■BMH «o i»m 
300330 
THEATRE 
$1.00   Theiidn 
for 6GSU in) vis iteotnti 
$1 00 Mull!   Sunday Opening til 3 
yet another name, Swiss 
authorities said The rest is 
not fully accounted for. 
Irving. 41, claimed thai 
I'ughes had ordered the 
peculiar banking 
arrangements. 
In a telephone news 
conference and by court 
affidavit. I'ughes 
purportedly denied he ever 
saw Irving, or got the 
$650,000 in checks payable to 
"PR. Hughes." 
During an investigation by 
two grand juries, Irving" 
brought his wife and their 
two children here from their 
home on the Spanish island 
of Ibiza 
U.S. magistrate Martin 
Jacobs issued the warrant 
for Ms. Irving after a 40- 
minule closed-door session 




NEW YORK I API - A 
Russian translator at the 
United Nations was 
arraigned yesterday on 
charges of trying to buy 
secret plans of Ihe Navy's 
new FI4A fighter plane 
Valery Ivanovich 
Markelov. 32. a translator of 
scientific and technical 
documents for almost five 
years, was held in $500,000 
bail pending a hearing for 
bond reduction today. 
Markelov. chunky and of 
medium height, was 
arrested by Ihe H'BI Monday 
outside a Patchogue. Long 
island, restaurant where he 
allegedly had received 
classified documents from 
an unidentified Grumman 
Aerospace engineer who was 
serving as an undercover 
agent for the FBI. 
Urumman is building 
prototypes of the plane 
U.N. Secretary-General 
Kurt suspended Markelov 
without pay pending the 
outcome of the case. 
The Soviet citizen, 
appearing before U.S. 
Magistrate Max Schiffman 
in Brooklyn, refused lo be 
fingerprinted or to answer 
questions until advised by 
Soviet   Consul   Leonid   V 
Shcherbakov to cooperate. 
Markelov's wife and II- 
year-old daughter were at 
home in the family's $300-a- 
montli hotel apartment on 
Manhattan's Upper West 
Side, where neighbors 
described the three as quiet 
people who minded their 
own business The manager 
said about 25 Russian 
families lived in the hotel 
Markelov. whose five-year 
contract with the United 
Nations was to expire Nov 
13, was said to earn between 
$10,000 and $24,000 a year. 
Colloquium sot 
here on racial 
stratification 
"Politics of Racial 
Stratification" will be Ihe 
topic of a colloquium to be 
held Friday at 3 p.m. in the 
Alumni Room. Union. 
Dr. Joseph Scott, director 
of Ihe black studies program 
at Notre Dame University 
will be the featured speaker 
The program is being 
sponsored by the sociology 
department here. 
THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE 
ALL AREA STUDENTS 
I.D.'t REQUIRED 
$100 1 
SUNDAY - OPENING TIL J P.M. - ADULTS lite 
■oaTMMBT cease MMST MO MOST oammuMM 
CONCOT or Luxunv *)mRr**e»ejrri 
Now-Eve. 9:30 - Sot. * Sun. - 2:30. 4:35, 7:15, 9:30 
••*•! 
HIGHEST RATING!" 
- wa«)A mic.Ni Dm, News 
THE GO-BETWEEN 
is A bmlliAiNi filrvi 
of cUssic 
STATURE!" 
-JUDITH CfflSr. Ntw VO/II M#j«»n« 
Culu**b<* PKIMM. PeeuM 
juliECrHRiSTIE/AlAN bATES 
TIHE qO'binwEEN 
MARQAREI UiqhlON ' Mil llAI I III (l(,HAVI 
dOMJNic qtlARd ScuifNpUy by riuold I'rain 
GRAND PRIZE WINNER     ,..,    ,c 
CANNES FIIM FESTIVAL 
TECHNICOLOR. " - " ■- GP -»«=&.- 
Nei.-E.e- J 2S. I 3» Set a See-2. 3:41. 1:31. 7 2S. I M 
IF YOU UKED   DIRTY HAIRY'. VOU'U IOVE   SHAFT' 
^ The mob wanted 
/   Harlem back. 
/    They got Shaft... 
up to here. 




WITH RICHARD ROUNOTREf   ' 
m^                                  MGM {p ME 
SOON - "GODFATHER" 
MOSES GUNN 
TROCOL. OR 
>•(• i/Th. M N«wi. W.dn«»«tay, F«*ruory 16, 1972 
Consultant urges global plan 
lEco group tactics ineffective' 
John R Shaelfer. 
consultant on reryrlinu 
wasle products and 
consultant to the U.S. Army 
:
 Corps o( Engineers, said the 
tactics used by ecology 
groups to scare Americans 
into taking major steps to 
save the environment have 
been ineffective. 
Shaeffer. a guest lecturer 
for the Center for 
Experimental Studies and 
the geology department, 
spoke last Thursday m 220 
Math Si lence llldg 
"Most environmental 
groups try l<> scare the 
population, but such tactics 
may cause people to put the 
pollution problem out of 
their minds,   he said 
PEOPLE prepared for 
possible nuclear attacks 
during the Cuban missile 
crisis, but gradually realized 
that they probably would not 
have time to get to a fall-out 
shelter or use the "extra 
jars of peanut butter" stored 
there, he said 
According to Shaeffer. the 
local     campaigns     that 
encourage people to 
participate in recycling 
newspapers and limiting air 
and water pollution help, but 
are not solving the 
problems. 
Shaeffer said global 
planning is needed to protect 
the earth's natural resources 
from being exhausted and to 
stop    further    pollution. 
HEALTH 
BREAD SPECIAL 
2    Loaves only   89C 
Reg. 50c/loaf 
• So> Bread 
• n.ii Meal 
• Rye 
• Sprouted Wheal 
• Whole Wheat 
• Kite (.rain 
• Health Bread 
• White Bread 
D.J. Sport Cyclery & 
Health Food Center 
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PROGRAM, NEEDS NEW 
LEADERS 
interviews will be held 
FEB. 22 - MAR. 2 
SIGN UP IN 405 SS ANYTIME 
BEFORE THCN. 
Everything Must Go! 
"PANT STOP" 
PRICES SLASHED 
75% TO 80% OFF 
ENTIRE STOCK 
OF OVER 3000 
SLACKS AND JEANS 
NOW 75% TO 80% OFF 
PANTS STARTING AT 99c 
TOP 
900 E. WOOSTER (NEXT TO T.O.'s) 
Shaeffer anticipates a trend 
toward more recycling of 
various waste components, 
in addition to reclaiming 
natural resources from 
manufactured wastes. 
"'We haven't planned in an 
imaginative enough way in 
the past or actively sought 
long-lasting solutions.'" 
Shaeffer said 1'e cited Mt 
Trashmore. an artifical hill 
in Chicago that is built of 
garbage incased in clay, as 




Irish children in Londonderry, Northern Ireland, fl«* from a 
tear-gas bomb. Tho incident occurred over the weekend near 
St. Eugene church. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
( ofri     " 1 C.rn 1 famllf <"IP 
i l i 4 1 5 6 1 1 • 1 ,0 12 13 14 6 17 M 19 
JO 21 H 
ACROSS             40 Great  mmben.              wear:   2   wordl. 
1  Chesiman.                  41   Bishops.                       11  In • line. 
■ wm 
5 Use a divining         43 Telephone   __        12 City in 
rod.                               44 High Turkish                  Colombia. 
in Great compoier.             official!.                       13 Weight. 
14 Exchange   pre-          45  11th President.         19 Variant  ol 
mlum.                       46 Humbled.                      Adelaide. 
1 ■  Pungent.                      49 Instrument   for        21 cabinet. 
16  aempre Inow           measuring moun-     2t Neil. 
and alwaya: It.               tain altitudes.           25  Having a keen 
17 Housemaid:               53 Author  ol   18                  edge. 
Abbr.                                  Across: Full name. 26 Arctic. 
18 Captain Larsen'i      55 Not possible:            27 Small antelope, 
story:   3   wordl.              Colloq.:  2                  28 Vehicles. 
20 Flowerleti plant:           words.                           29 Slightest. 
n 26 .-" ■ 29 30 31 
32 ■ 1 
35 ■ H 
36 1 ■ 
41 4? ■o 
LU H 
2 wordl.                      S6 _   meridiem.          30 This world. 
22 Simple Simon.         57 Queen:   Fr.                31  Frock. 
23 Italian  money.          58 A  age.                  33 Examples. 
24 King who wed         59 Gran.                           36 Arena per- 
i .n.ii iin                        60 Ballads.                              formers. 
25 The virtor'i               61 Type of terrier.       37  Library devices. 
property.                              nnufsu             3" ttA"7 Pr°ducl' 
28 Raised the nap                      UllWrX               40 Actress Celeste. 
on   (cloth).                   1  All over.                     42 Disguised. 
32 Nag.                                 2 One getting on       43  Daniel and 
.11 Migna  .                       In  years.                           others. 
31 Cereal  ipika.              3  Imaginary finish       45  Part  of a   fork. 
46 47 46 m 50 5i 
53 54 1 " M 1 " " S» " " 
■ M i'l ' 1 
0 P 
BWc !R !E ,S !T ■ 
35 Dismounted.                     line.                              46 Oul ol harmony.      f 
36 Aclor Rosen.               4 Writer ol booki.     47 Ruin.                           j» I s T -w n H.E.L  PE6 I4.'  L  ».M.E Mnom.                           5 P.O. machines.         48 F.nlr   —.                     [ 
o 
E 
■ UA ¥E 
37 I'mdorned.                  ? ?■"«"*  W.              «» ,V™"« •""""■ 
,e „     .       .      n               7 Singing bird.             50 Carried. 
.18 (..nine  in   Ur.            ■  Member of ihe        51   Deicribing  cus- 
1 
' 
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•»'"7-                              y Atmaaiuo   or            i2 r lower. 
39 Count  .band             anteater.                      54 Recent: Comb. 
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I \MPltt CALENDAR 
Wedncsda* Peb 19 1971 
Sociologt 1'itoecgraduate lnt«mi Group  Pwn Rinmi 
t iiinti 6pm  All MHIIII.I^\ majon and mmon mviied i<> 
.ill.ntt 
i .iw Sotieh   MK Mosrin  c.iii   7pm   Mi   Chwtwood 
l(.'l»ilili..m < .111*1   hii   i nuni\   Proa      The Hole ot (he 
I'lOM-mloi inriiiiiiii.il JllSllCC 
Wornm * InterroHcfUtc lacrosM practice  SortB (Am 
Women s Bldg   Beffmnen  M 49pm  experienced 149 
'' npm 
Women» Banketbnll Intramural. North Gvm  Women i 
Bld« 8 30 ID Mpm 
lliristian Science Keiinmus Coanaelor KJ I'awfcMt, t 
Ipm  I'arnaon Room  I'mon  Will be on eampni to talk 
will. m.«T,'»u-tI shiilentv 
BGSrskiClnb 119Ed Bide 930pm Finalstfnupfor7 
SprinipiTrip Spies litcredlDleSkis ..ml sk( ihe j*\ 
Wax 
LOST -.NDKOVND 
Foind Mack M cat 
» whitetii.it km*1*392 i »>> 
lost black wallei Can keep 
monn « all Karl 373 m« 
RIDKS 
RM> needed t<> Kent Kn 
Peb is v\iii Oureevpensef 
Call392-9MM 
Ride ne,HUHl to Chtcapo 
Thuis 17ih ('.ill 2 *•*». 
w I* are nou i.ik mt 
applications lot 
manafemeni posttwr. n 
Bowluif Green area maleoi 
female For .*pi*»»mi call 191 
i«W between 14pm 
Interviews Keb  23    March 
L*  Sign up m 4*f» ss before 
(hen 
SEE TI'E WIHM.E EARTI1 
PENDANT .it ri'K 
WORKING I'AND » H\VT 
CENTER SIS CoMieaul 
Park n the back 
I* (King m vour luture' \u 
Porce ROTC .' veai program 
can «et rou there  > .ill *~' 
.'ITt- 
SENIOR CI'AIXENGE \-t 
.i miracle hut i HI«HI wax IO 
help H4iwlin»; lireen 
|H)NT FORGET l-AKrn 
WED  NITE   ;t lot i >.t the 
il 
M\sr - \e» orpanitaiKMi 
dillereni    es^tecience     t»4 
iWl'l  7 9pm 
Little Sisters    we've iwn 
p.tiiitii'ii       ion»:    enoupji 
tth.it   is   the   t.ins4»n'   The 
Brothers "! I'hi Kappj I'M 
Hide  wjnicd  Io O I'    Pri 
K.nen;' Kith 
Ride needed toChicapn  and 
back' this weekend Will 
p.i\  I'.iitv 373 VtXi 
Ride needed to Kh.Hie island 
"i vicmitx Will share 
expenses Call 392-U19 
liirls need ride to Pi 
Uuderdate Will share I call 
.152 -rats 
•ATTENTION  TEACPERS 
leachers needed (OT >uminer 
sales work Parl '»r lull- 
nme Must have local 
teachmii   creojentials    Call 
lot    interview    appointment 
Mi PaulRutled|tei4ll na: 
ivimi    r.iii   Weil       .* m> 
•  tHVpni 
VOX SEW l\ K.s ,AND 
MOTPERS   hscratlve part 
time or lull tune vales work 
a\ailaMe in prestige 
business No usual 
c.inv.issint no ir.ivehm: 
Our nationallv known sale> 
organiration is number one 
in its held Kxeepnonal 
income opportunitx II vou 
have a pleasing personalnv 
and best relerenees. call Mr 
Erik Karlcv 419 •88:'5040 
Wed 9   11am 
Phi Mu I'ope Marathon 
\uditions \iH"d good laleni 
m2 tints evenings between t» \ 
H tot Information 
The Delta Gamma actn-es 
thank the pledges tor .i (real 
VALENTINE s D*\ 
Brcnkfati 
Carol - Kit; things come in 
LITTLE    package* |>/ 
love   Bonnie 
Pain Matthew &. Jude want 
their book back please 
POUND    IN    JOE    E 
BROWN" Great senimiental 
value Call Jude al 2-3134 
now 
DONT FORGET    EVERY 
WED  NITE    3 lor 1 al the 
a 
Ride needed to Denver Col 
spring break Will drive 
sing and or dame tall 
I'arvex Wjiibanger 35." Rt3 
Ride available to and Irom 
Warren 0 leaving Feb 18 
reluming Feb 21 Share 
expenses Call Nancv 352* 
5879 
PELPWANTED 
Part-time sec lor dictation 
& tvping Call MAP Corp 
Mr Dunn 352-0276 
AMBITIOUS     MAN     OR 
WOMEN local opening tor 
ambitious man or woman ot 
unquestionable character 
College education preferred 
Vrusiomed and desirous ol 
earning above average 
income Must be reidv to 
accept position at once To 
arrange personal interview 
please call Mr Dale Michael 
.419.882 5040 Wed 9   12am 
Jan. the scavenger hunt was 
a BIG surprise This was the 
beginning of a bond that will 
never be broken So glad 
vou re bv BIG Chi-0 love 
little Beth 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
2 tickets  to  BG-TC  game 
Call 354-5287 
PERSONALS 
Mother s helper needed bv 
laruliv couple, child Li 
hswk. 2pm thru dinner Must 
have car Ref call alter 2. 
J53-93I2 
Girl interested in modeling 
some experience phone 372- 
5987 
Maple bdrm suite, double 
bed. w box spring mattress 
3 & 4 drawer dressers with 
mirror, night stand, 
matching 3 drawer desk & 
chair. 3 vrs old S1S0 2 
maple twin beds 930 Ping- 
pong table 820 ph 354-5701 
alter 6pm 
Goya i: string with hard 
case  mellow. 2-1910 
DONT FORGET • EVERY 
WED NITEJforlattheC! 
Portable GE 3-speed stereo 
pnonograph. excellent 
condition Phone 352-0328 
New     Orientation     Leader ROCK       N       ROLLER 
BROKE' I'agstrom bass 
and tend., bassman amp 
HI9 lor both Will higgle 
Call Earl 359-7993 
H x4! trailer and 8 xR 
storage  \hed    Situated  on 
large lot with gatden area 
Ideal      loi      student*      Ol 
married rouple Call before 
7pm 9934301 
Rare WWI officers coat 
First 929 ph 393-7310 
siivnii  Panasonic  «  irack 
plaver Sw» On tapes included 
t52 :197 
Bass nuit.ii Gibson EI3 .' 
hollow both Bon 131 BG 394 
4491 
One ...upon hook 11300 I all 
Man \nnj ;-t:M 
GH 1-. rsi I' i ountrv 
Gentleman Elect guit $150 
Bruce SOU watt amp with .' 
IS   mi  tuiiv leatured <i"><' 
~\' wv emerald green 
underroating radio reai 
wmilow defrostet giK>d 
tues 15ON mi E\ .ond 1 
awnei 91490  392-7304 
'..I Plv mouth com needs 
starter work sio<> or ne.i 
otlei   193 Vi I 
19hl Rambler in gmMl 
condition call betoie 7 pin 
193 9301 
GOING SOITP SPRING 
BREAK" "T olds Cutlass 
convert gtHHlcond aircond 
blue 1935 Call3M-0992 
I rgentlv needed I 10 slure 
house   now i Sp   Own bdrm 
$55 mo 359-2901. $55 mo 
Thurstin Manor Apt to 
sublease lot Spring IJuarler 
•cross from campus' 
MARCP PAID Call 352-0003 
M .152-5435 
F to share new house Spring 
$50  354-3245 
1 F r-mate needed Spring 
and or Summer Close 10 
campus $42 50 utilities 
included 353-1662 
One bedroom turnished. 
couples or singles, available 
March I call 352-0431 part 
utilities paid 
M roommate wanted tor Spr 
and or Sum 352-5800 
F roommate needed 
immediatelv - March tree 
call 393-3874 
Preferred Properties oilers 
CPERRY PILL VILLAGE 
w exclusive 4D s Club, and 
Chemwood Rec Center 
Model open 7 davs a wk  8-5 
Mon Fn I i s.ii and Sun 
\apoleon Rd phone B3-H37I 
IH 62-7324 
Need 12 « i lemale r 
mate*> SprinR ytr   si', n^-t 
monthe.it ti A3 I M 
K roommate needed spring 
Call S3 ■ 
North   Grove    \parimeni- 
two betlronni townhouse 
singles oi lamiltes pet- 
.M cepl ed immediate 
(N | upaiM *   I't "«89l 
Now leasing 1 and 2 bedroom 
apart mbnls spr ing 
Summei Fall low rales 0 
month leases IVndleion 
Kealtv Co 3534941 
Extra nice large 2 bedroom 
.ipt> E Meirv St $70 per 
siudenl  Phone392-7395 
student* ft   larnlll    2 br • I 
bath 2 br - I'I hath 2 br - 2 
bath    siw   &   up    Call 
I'endleionRealtv 353 3641 
GKEENWKW \|*TS renting 
tor Fall I 4i 2 bdrm Bpts t k 
12 nios leave. Pool rec 4 
laundrv rooms Ox roast 
Serious but swinging 
m.injgement See Big John 
tajpm  3521195 
2 M need 2 man apartment 
or house to sublet Spnn| 
Owner Call 372-4591 ; 
F needed W 4 S or to sublet 
turn apt lor Su Call 352-5529: 
$52 'M' 1110 
2F r-mates needed lor 
Npnng   WinlhropS 352 7949 
1 temale rwtmmate neede^ 
Spring Quarter rent $47,50>. 
.1 block* Irom campus caD 
352-5619 ',- 
Apt needs F OWN ROOft 
MARCP FREE 352-0927      *• 
Apartments and rooms near 
campus. Summer or Fall- 
phone 352-7365 ;'. 
1 lemale roommate needejl 
lor Spring Close io campus; 
Call 352-0069 > 
2 men needed Spring aqtr' 
was 65 mo. now 50 mo. Calf 
Wes or Doug 352-0793 
Apt sublease  reduced rate; 
available Spring 352-7375   .' 
WANTED 1 t-male io; 
sublease Spring and q> 
Summer 965 mo Call 39tC 
6484 
Across from campus: 1 
bedroom furnished 
apartment 1130 Available 
March 1 Prefer married 
rouple or facullv No pets 
Ph 660-2156 
'Where Thrifty Shopping 
is a Pleasure" 
«*\ wa/va,.* 
Great Scot 
F»l£NDir FOOD STORES J 
;USDA CHOOSY CHOICE BEEF 
For your information*.. 
Phase II 
and Great Scot's prices 
Great Scot pledges total compliance with the roles and 
regulations under Phase II of the Economic Stabilization 
Program. We believe thot it requires the cooperation or 
business  labor and the full understanding of all citizens 
in order to be effective. 
You should know this about Phase II 
[Flood prices are no longer frozen! ™^ You may expect some price adiustment both 
upward and downward. Prices in all Great Scot stores 
comply with all government regulations. 
0rices can change! 
Change in retail prices result from changes in 
the cost of products we buy from manufacturers and 
processors. Suppliers to Great Scot are permitted to 
raise their price to cover increases in their own costs. 
fSJome items are exempt! 
*-*' There are no controls on unprocessed foods. 
Examples include eggs, fresh fruits and vegetables 
and fresh fish. 
[Blase price explained! 
^-^ Base prices represent the highest authorized 
prices allowed during the 90 day price freeze ending 
November 14, 1971. Individual prices are no longer 
frozen. Great Scot base prices are readily available for 
your inspection in every Great Scot store at the 
manager's desk. But remember, current prices 
probably will vary from these base prices. 
0 Cjompetition is by far the most important factor in food pricing! 
fcjompare Great Scot's prices with other 
markets! 
At Great Scot, we guarantee lowest total food 
cost and still provide you with friendly stores and the 
highest quality products. 
SHOP GREAT SCOT 
CHIQUITA 
SOLD ONLY AT GREAT SCOTI 
BANANAS 





WITH THISGREAT SCOT COUPON 




WITH THIS GREAT SCOT COUPON 
GOOD THROUGH FEB   II. 1972 
58' 
GOLD MEDAL 
FLOUR 5 LB. BAG 
WITH THISGREAT SCOT COUPON 
GOOD THRU FEB. 21, 1972 
28' 
PILLSBURY LAYER 
CAKE MIX    M 
WITH THISGREAT SCOT COUPON 




INSTANT SANKA 8-OZ. 
WITH THISGREAT SCOT COUPON 
GOOD   THIS   WEEK   ONL> 
n 39 
J^llililMMJ!^ 
MID-WINTER BAKE SALE (•CAUSE YA SAVE MONEY If 
DURKEES 
APn   I     I    DOMINO        DARK ^    etlf" 
COCONUT 35c I BROWN SUGARID 
FRESH   FROM 
OUR  BAKERY 
CHERRY 
DANISH 
WE  RESERVE QUANTITY  RIGHTS 





THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT! 
GreatScot 
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES 
*+n/*»mmm,wi+*i*,m*mr%*,mi 
N.wipKol. hy Okii D.N0I0I. 
Ker-Splash A"d 'hey '* °H anC' *Plo*mnfl. ,h««« women from Slippery 
r Rock  and  Bowling  Green  in  last  weekend's  Intercollegiate 
Swimming and Diving Meet. 
Swimmers, cagers win 
BY DIM I)i\ \ I \l I 
Bowling Green i 
intercollegiate women'i 
swim team Hroked pad the 
gdls HI Slippery Rock lasl 
Saturda> 53-51 
The women til Bowling 
Green out-swam their 
opponents by placing lirsl HI 
second  in  II  mil  nl  the  14 
events 
The spark  plug nl  BG's 
swim  team,   Pal  McCain, 
paddled  to  victories  in  the 
Jim \ .ird   freestyle   with a 
time of 2 08 4. and in the 50- 
vil .Mid looyd backstrokes, 
With times ol :ttl fi and I  10.4 
respectively    With the help 
nl   her   teammates,   Barb 
Parrish.  Debbie Bait? and 
Valerie Newell   Ms  McCain 




Assistant Spurts Kditor 
-~  aftr iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii, 
BG over SLU? Well... 
ithin   University s   lug   defenseman    Pete   Maybury, 
Summed   up   last   weekend   and   the   pasl   three   seasons 
perfectly lor his learn without saving a word 
At the end nl the lust period in Saturday s 8-2 loss to 
Bowling Green al Ihe Ice Arena  he kicked at the puck in 
frustration     and missed 
It s been that kind ol season  as il has been the pasl three 
lor John McComb s leers, a distant lasl in the CO'A not only 
in games won but in grants in aids awarded 
In the past two campaigns III had no I rouble bunging up 
the rear ol the old Mideaslcrn Collegiate I'ockev 
Association  This year they re a remote six points behind the 
third place club ohm state, and the situation doesn't look as 
il it will gel much bciici 
IN IM9-70.THKtirsi varsit) season [or Howling Green, Ihc 
Cats battled Ihe Kalcons to a 2-2 lie in smallish Mini Arena 
in Athens Since then lit; has bashed Ihe Helicals 12 Straight 
limes 
St   Louis, the otbei t'CI'A powerhouse has ripped or 
twice this season  and in three ol lour nun league games lasl 
year 
We only  have one grant     explained McComb. alter the 
series finale Saturday with lit; We've gol a lew hockey 
players bul nol enough Talk aboul hnanctal aid thai swhat 
we ic up against 
WHICH somehow In ing- u- la Ihe ine\ liable   how docs the 
beluddled Bobcal coach see ihe race between ihe lug bovslor 
Hid i runic' 
St Louis has the besi skating icon and Howling Green 
has the best defense    he said    li s lhai simple    Then he 
issued a warning lo Ihe Falcons   which hardly  conies as a 
surprise 
Bt; has gotta tight in win ii Si Louis will really skate- 
they have some von line hockey players The bunging inol 
iJohni Gould will really help ihem shore up a weakness 
idefensei he said Thai - nisi like the XI'L bunging in 
playei • al mid yeai 
MeCOMB SEEMED perplexed al thai  notion   I'c lias a 
hard tune bringing in players at all  let alone at mid season 
I lie league I,lie should go down iii Ihe lin.il weekend but 
lit; will have to plat beiiei ill.in ihey did tonight iSaturday 
in beat si   Louts    he predicted     lit; had some good goals 
against us but then others jusl happened lo find then mark 
.Bo>    St    Louis  keeps  IK in    and   shoot in    at   you    Then 
accuracy is not that good hut when they gel 50 oi 80 shots a 
game someol them go in 
That's something you don I have to nudge Bowling iiiecn 
aboul Thev goi ihe lull lone oi si I.OUIS potent offense Jan 
JI whenthcx lost n ■> 
"I'M LOOKING lor a good linish my&cll continued 
\b i omb I d like III think we can knock oil Si I.ouis next 
weekend i in Athens I     That would make Ihe KaIcons besi ol 
triends with Ol because the way II looks BG will have to win 
Ihe title on then own against St Louis in Ihe final weekend 
ot Ihe season 
ODDS   \   ENDS -Terry Miskolcii kept atop the CCI'A 
among regular net minder-   In allowing Ihe Bobcats Iwo 
goals Kriday I'e s got a goals-againsl average ol jusi below 
Ml    The  nthei    lit.   cage  top    Paul   t.alaski    gol   a   lug 
confidence boost Saturday with two and a halt periods ol 
shutout hockey 
Still  lighting to get  hack  into old  form   allei   Ihe long 
layoff. Galaski liked his performance    It takes a little tune 
but it fell good tonighl he said I guess it ihe shutout i 
wasn 1 to be 
WINGER TED SalOl  and deteiisenian Tommy  Sheehan 
will probably be lost to the team the remainder ol the 
season The two seniors from New York lelt Sunday lor a 
Irv-oul with the I S team, which will compete in the World 
I niversitv games to be held in Lake Placid. \ Y    in March 
Aside In I. (.' in (ireenview (ivies WAS lading up until 
Saturday s big game in which he scored two goals live 
points Prior to that night he hadn t stored a goal in seven 
straight outings 
QL'OTK OK TI'K WKKK DFI'T   f oath Jack Vivian on his 
superman-center   Mike Hartley       II  (he lans want to pay 
their SO cents lo get entertained   all I have to do is put 
Hartley out on the ice by himsell   give him a puck and let' 
him skate around I'e II entertain em 
captured second place in the 
200-vd Ireestyle relay with 
till1 time of 1 54.5. 
MS.     MCCAIN, a 
treshman is a powci house 
ol energy, and can be found 
practicing with Ihe men s 
team every dav al b 45 a in 
m   the  Natatorium  before 
going III classes 
Also .sharing first-place 
honors and helping Howling 
Green's team swim lo 
victory was Janice Taker, 
placing lust in both the 50- 
ydi and the 100 yd breast 
stroke with tunes ol .17 4 
and I 2.1.1 Kath\ Dustman 
did  her  thing  in  the 50-vd 
butterfly with a timeol 31.2. 
The swim team under the 
watchful  eve  ol   Ms    Jean 
Campbell,     practices 
rigorously four days a week 
IWO hours a day Maybe this 
is why Ihe women s swim 
team is lo dale, undelealed 
Then next meet is in Indiana 
onPeb 18-19 
II al lust you don I 
succeed In In again So 
Howling   Green's   women's 
Intercollegiate     basketball 
A team did just that 
Alter three straight 
defeats in the early going. 
Ihe cagers picked up their 
second straight win last 
weekend    over    Miiiinl    St 
Joseph. 50-28 
Bowling Green, down after 
the first quarter by eight 
points. Iinally came alive 
They  were sparked by the 
dazzling   performances   oi 
Carol Panigutti, who siiiicd 
12 points ill Ihe game, and 
Barb Hnlliin. who scored III 
THE 'A' team cagers shot 
30 per cent al Ihe free throw 
line while bitting 22 held 
goals 
on ihe same docket BG's 
li team 13-4 i also trampled 
its opponent The It lasses 
dealt Mount St. Joe a 
■ mashing 52-38 deleat   Thev 
exploded quickly and took an 
early tour-point lead in the 
I list quarter, then broke the 
game    wide    open    in    the 
fourth 
I'igh scorers for the girls 
weri' Christy Long who 
swished   in   12   points    and 
Randy Mascorella, with n 
The  H club a\ ci aged 4ii pel 
cent from the charily stupe 
in addition to connecting on 
22 field goals 
Both     teams     travel     to 
Eastern Michigan Saturday 
lor games beginning al II :<0 
a m The It team dribbles 
nit" action again tomorrow 
in the North Gym against 
reidelherg 
MAC STANDINGS 





XX   Mulligan 
BG 
CCHA STANDINGS 
XX  I. PIS 
BG 6     2    12 
SI    I.OUIS       :".      a       10 
Ohio State 4    4   8 
ohm I 1     7    2 
List XX eekenri 
AI HI. 
Howling Grern S. Ohio 2 
Bowling Green 8. Ohio 2 
Nest Weekend 
Ohio   Stale    at    Rowling 
Gram, Kn 
Bowling   Green    at   Ohio 
State, Sat 
St Louis at Ohio U. 2 
'Basement Bowl' in BG 
By JACK CARLE 
Sports Editor 
it's been a long and 
winding road for the Bowling 
Green basketball Falcons 
this season 
Thai road has been full ol 
15 pitfalls and only had 
smooth surfaces three 
times 
The Falcons will hit the 
floor again, taking their 3-15 
mark into tonight's Mid- 
American     Conference 
Battle of the Basemen!'' 
against Western Michigan. 
The Falcons are coming 
off a two-game road trip that 
saw them shoot 40 of 142 
from the field, a percentage 
of   less   than   30    BO   has 
suffered two humiliating 
defeats at the hands ol 
Marshall and Notre Dame in 
(he last five days. 
COACH PAT I'aley was at 
a loss for words after 
Monday night s game at 
Notre Dame f'e indicated 
(hat he could not figure out 
the problems of (he Falcons. 
but noted that one factor had 
been evident all season- 
inconsistency. 
While the Falcons have 
been on (he downslide. 
Western Michigan is not 
having its best season either 
The Broncos are 5-13 and 
2-4 in the MAC as they have 
inn been able (o put it all 
together at one lime, much 
like BG 
Frosh hold a grudge 
By KENNY WHfTE 
Sports Writer 
All good things must come 
(o an end 
For members of (he frosh 
basketball team. Ihey must 
now punch Ihe clock and 
resume their court bailies 
With a  week and a half of 
"sunning" and funning 
coach Ivory Suesberry has 
prepared his team for 
grudge game no 1 in Ihe 
lading year 
The yearlings will 
exchange shots tonight with 
the Western Michigan froth, 
who handed them a 96-B8 
deleal al Kalamazoo Iwo 
weeks ago In Ihat loss the 
Irosh played without Ihe 
services ol their star big 
man Skip Coward 
To add sail to an already 
open    wound     Dial     game 
marked the firel time an 
opposing playei scored over 
25 points against lit; when 
matched    up    with    league 
competition 
Charles     Milliner       i, 7 
center, was the big offensive 
gun   tin    the   Broncos    The 
Tankers d(r)owned 
By lb Hi OBERLE 
Kenl State s Golden 
Plashes proved lo be loo 
much lor the BG tankers 
Saturday, downing the 
Falcons. 71-41 
Helund Tom DeVincenlis. 
who won the 50 yard and the 
100-yard freestyle events 
the Flashes were able to 
keep HO from taking a first - 
place through the first  IO 
events 
It wasn't until Jim 
Williams won the 200 yard 
breaststroke    thai     the 
Falcons were able to 
register a first place finish 
B) then Ihe Flashes were 
well on their way to their 
ninth win in 10 stalls 
All    lour    oi    Kent's 
defending champions from 
last    year's    Mid American 
Conference meet picked up 
first-places in their 
Individual events. Tom 
I'ammergren started things 
oil for Kent when he won the 
i 000-yard freestyle 
Gary   Bishop,   tagged   !>\ 
lit; coach Tom Slubbs as the 
best     diver     in     Ihe 
Mag honors 
Sid Sink 
Sid Sink. Howling Green's 
seven-lime all-American in 
Hack and cross country and 
the American recordholder 
in the steeplechase, has been 
named College Athlete ol 
the     Month        by     Sport 
Magazine in its March issue 
The IS7I NCAA and AAU 
steeplechase champion is 
the subject ol a one page 
tribute by the editors ol 
Spoil who present an award 
each month to honor a 
student who has lettered in 
one or more intercollegiate 
sports while making an 
outstanding contribution to 
his college through 





After a week layoff, the 
Howling Green hockey club 
picked up two wins. 7-1 and 
5-J, over Central Michigan 
and I'illsdale respectively 
last weekend 
The clubbers, now 11-5 on 
the season, face a very tough 
Pi I'uron Jr H' team 
Friday at the Ice Arena 
Howling tit ecu got out to a 
2-0 lead alter the lirst period 
lasl Friday against Central, 
ballooned their lead lo 5-1 
after two and coasted in lor 
the win Delenseman Tom 
Snyder led Ihe barrage with 
a pair of goals while Hob 
Schlitls. Jim Lochead. Bob 
Allen. Bob Binnie and Greg 
I'ateh had Solo goals 
On Saturday BG broke a 2- 
2 deadlock in (he third period 
w nli a pair ol goals and held 
on for the 5-3 victory Binnie 
led with two tallies while 
Bob Rapkomvich. Snyder 
and Marc Craig each scored 
once 
conference, was m good 
form as he won Ihe one- 
uieiei diving eveni 
Following Hishup s 
performance, Pal McGinnis 
swept Ihe 200 v.ml butterfly 
event with a time ol 2 02 5 
Jen \ Muske also a champ 
from lasl year  was a winner 
in the 200 yard backstroke 
Although beaten by a 
sound   Kent   Squad    there 
welt; Slime good 
performances foi ihe 
Falcons The 400-yard relay 
team ol Dave Thomas Joe 
Klcbowski   Tom Wolff, and 
Steve Breithaupl scored a 
win in thai event Wayne 
Chester won ihe three-meter 
diving event 
These events along with 
Williams' first in the 200 
yard breaststroke shed 
sonic  light on Ihe  Kail mis 
defeat 
former Toledo i Macomber i 
star came alive and joined 
the Pepsi General ion againsl 
BG by pouring in a season 
high 42 points 
NOT TAKING anything 
away Irom the Broncos 
great offensive barrage, 
they did lake advantage of 
Towards absence Milliner, 
along with his cohorts, got 
many of their points on short 
jump shots and driving lay- 
ups 
Four of the BG starters 
were in foul trouble before 
the half had even ended This 
put Ihe collar on the 
defensive game because the 
frosh dared nol breathe on a 
Bronco without the feai "i a 
foul being called 
\s it ended up, the starting 
five had an unbelievable 21 
fouls charged againsl ihem 
Three ol Ihem found nun li ol 
then  playing  time counting 
the minutes on the bench as 
they fouled nut 
Dave Turner. Ron 
Weber, and Dick Selgo were 
ihe   players   the   referees 
found    guilty    ill    personal 
fouls     Cornelius      The 
Magician    Cash was in Inul 
trouble early in the contest 
and had to he benched 
THE Bit; surprise was 
Turner's play for the frosh 
i'e finished the night with 22 
poults  and   hauled  down   13 
rebounds Pe played the 
forward position vacated by 
Cash when he Idled the pivot 
spoi and did a creditable job 
Suesberry did say that his 
main objective  is  for ihc 
team to stop Milliner     You 
can't take 42 points from 
him. he got hot and shot the 
lights out of Ihe arena But I 
don't want that to happen 
tonight.   Suesberry said 
The only defensive change 
for the frosh. who will have 
Toward in the pivot lonight. 
will be Cash guarding the 
sharp shooting Milliner 
Cash is going to be on 
Milliner closer than his 
shadow is. Suesberry 
added 
This is to help prevent the 
gieat penetration the Bronco 
-t.it has 
Xlso on Suesberry s cheek 
list are concentrating on 
eliminating many of the 
unnecessary     fouls,     lewer 
turnovers and the complete 
execution ol the offense The 
players will have to take the 
percentage  shots,  and the 
guards will have to work the 
hall into the big men so an 
inside     game     cap  ' be 
established. 
MANY OF the freshmen 
followers arc labeling this as 
a revenge or pay-back game 
But as Suesberry said. "This 
is an important '"game 
because it will show if we 
have  the  ability  to  bounce 
back 
\x it ii the yearlings back at 
lull strength and the Broncos 
nulling    to    the      Mystical 
Wonderland" with blood m 
their eyes, the luse ol 
excitement is too short for 
comfort The contest will 
start al "Talev s I'ouse ol 
Thrills and the Ireshmen 
hope to tie ready to steer the 
Broncos back lo Kalama/c 
They defeated Bowling 
Green. 92-83. in the first 
meeting between the Iwo 
clubs this season. Mike 
Steele. a 6'5" center, was 
BG's main problem in that 
first meeting as he scored 26 
points and pulled down 11 
rebounds 
AT ONE time or another 
during the current 
campaign. XVMl' has gotten 
solid performances from 
forward Chuck Washington 
118 2 points a game), 
forward Charlie Sidwell 
ill 11 ana guard fcrnest 
Petlisd8 3i. 
Pettis has been the main 
gunner for the Broncos since 
becoming eligible 11 games 
ago f'e has led the Broncos 
in scoring in all but one of his 
last five outings 
The 6'3 Washington has 
been a big factor on the 
boards lor Western as he 
leads the team with nine 
rebounds a game 
The last two games for the 
Falcons have been like a 
parade onto the floor as 
I'aley has been switching his 
line-up. trying to find the 
right combination 
STARTING FORWARDS 
Le I'enson and Dalynn 
Badenhop have had their 
problems offensively in Ihe 
last two contests as have 
guards Jim Kindle and Tony 
Bell      Only    tenter    Brian 
Scanlan, with :i4 points in the 
two contests, has shown any 
offensive punch at all 
Reserve forward Jack 
Wissman has been Ihe main 
spark in Ihe last two game. 
coming off Ihe bench The 
games were the lirsl two for 
him since the grease lire 
accident on New Year's 
Eve 
Wissman has practiced 
only one week with the team 
but has shown signs ol the 
form he displayed earlier in 
the season which almost won 
him a starling snot 
There are only five games 
lell in be played in the 
season alter tonight, 
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IT'S HERE NOW! 
NEIL YOUNG'S 
"HARVEST" 
HOURS: NEIL YOUNG 
10till9MON.-THURS. Repmt .3.99 
10 till MIDNITE    FRI. 8. SAT 
NOON till 6 SUNDAY 128 N. MAIN ST. 
